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Abstract 

This thesis describes the design and implementation of a landscape mapping 

application using the Cricket indoor location sensing infrastructure. The outcome of 

the system is a map that represents the area explored by a set of surveyor nodes. 

Moreover, in this thesis, a trade-off exploration of the landscape mapping application 

is performed. To do this, first the design space of the system is explained in detail in 

terms of its parameters and quality metrics. Later, an approach to traverse the design 

space is proposed. The design space is then explored using this approach. The main 

metrics evaluated are the energy spent while getting the map, the quality of the 

obtained map and the time that it takes to get an acceptable map. 

Results show that by using extensions to the trilateration algorithm and pre-filtering 

the distance measurements, the performance of the system is improved in terms of the 

quality of the map. It was also noticed that by increasing the time of the movements of 

the surveyors, the quality of the maps degrades and the energy spent increases. More 

measurements per location improve the quality of the map at the expense of a longer 

time to get a map. Increasing the number of surveyors set to move at a time reduces 

the time required to get an acceptable map at the expense of a higher spent energy and 

reduced quality of the map. These trends and their combined effects are illustrated and 

supported by a comparison between the three Pareto optimal configurations found 

during the design space exploration. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation  

Consider the situation that a space agency wants to explore an unknown planet with 

the objective to discover its surface. To do this, a set of surveyors are available with 

capabilities to move, to communicate, and to measure distances between each other. 

These surveyors are randomly scattered on the surface of the planet. Furthermore, 

there is a satellite orbiting around the planet that can communicate with all surveyors 

to send commands to them, collect data from them, process this data, and forward the 

processed data to the earth. On the earth, engineers will receive the data and the 

explored area and the discovered obstacles will be shown on a map. This map is the 

output of the system. 

 

Figure 1.1. Landscape mapping application 

The scenario described above, which is illustrated in Figure 1.1, has been used as the 

basis for an assignment in the Electrical Engineering Department at the Eindhoven 

University of Technology. To develop the application, students are provided with a 

set of wireless sensor nodes with which they can implement the surveyors. A mMIPS 

[24] processor on an FPGA is used to mimic the satellite and a computer emulates the 

earth station. The Cricket platform [17] is used in this project to act as the surveyors 

on the planet. Although some attempts have been made before to obtain a reliable 

system that solves this landscape mapping application, a reliable system had not been 

achieved before the start of this master project. Furthermore, the trade-offs in the 

design of this system have not been explored. Therefore, this master project aims first 

to develop a system that solves the application described above, and second, to 
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analyze the trade-offs of this system in order to obtain configurations that optimize the 

performance in terms of its quality metrics (map quality, time required to obtain a 

map). 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.2, background 

related to wireless sensor networks and location systems is introduced. Section 1.3 

introduces the tasks of the system and the elements that constitute its architecture. In 

Section 1.4 the problem to be solved within this work is described. The goals of this 

master project and its contributions are listed in Sections 1.5 and 1.6 respectively. 

This chapter ends with a description of the outline of this document in Section 1.7. 

1.2. Wireless Sensor Networks and Location Systems  

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a set of battery powered, low cost and low 

power devices used to gather information from the physical world in a collaborative 

effort. These WSNs can be used for many applications in the health care, military, 

environmental, home and other commercial areas, such as: inventory systems, smart 

rooms, precision agriculture, interactive toys and environmental control. In many 

circumstances it can be desirable that the nodes in the network are aware of their 

location in the physical world. For instance, a tracking application will not be useful if 

the nodes in the network are not able to provide the information about where exactly 

the sensing was performed [5][6][8].  

Previous research has addressed this localization problem [11]. It can be defined as 

follows. Given is a set of nodes placed at unknown distinct locations in some physical 

region; it is assumed that each node can communicate with the other nodes in the 

network and can measure the distance to a set of nodes by some mechanism. The goal 

is to produce a set of coordinate assignments for each node that are consistent with all 

distance measurements [11].  

Algorithms that solve this problem have been characterized according to whether or 

not they depend on anchor-nodes. Anchor-based algorithms refer to algorithms where 

there are some anchor-nodes, which are nodes placed at fixed locations and whose 

coordinates are known in advance [11][15]. In networks of hundreds or even 

thousands of nodes, anchor-based solutions are not an option because it is typically 

not feasible to manually configure the network before or during deployment; 

moreover, this kind of algorithms do not scale well, and are prone to errors [11]. In 

many applications, nodes might even be randomly dropped in an unknown area. In 

that case, it is not possible to use an anchor-based algorithm. In these situations, only 

anchor-free algorithms can be applied. Coordinate systems created by anchor-free 

algorithms will not be unique, and can be related to an absolute coordinate system in 

many ways by performing translation, rotation and flipping on the coordinates. This 

limitation is due to absence of an absolute reference in the space and not due to the 

algorithms. If the calculated coordinates need to comply with some absolute 

coordinate system, a transformation could be added to the coordinates of all nodes 

[11]. 

Since the application studied in this master project assumes that surveyors are 

randomly scattered on the planet, it is not feasible to know the locations of the 

surveyors in advance. Therefore, only anchor-free algorithms are suitable for the 
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scope of this work, and thus, relative coordinate systems will be created while solving 

the localization problem.  

1.3. System Tasks and Hardware Elements 

The desired output of the system that is designed within this master project is a map 

of the surface of the planet that is explored. To achieve this, the landscape mapping 

application must execute some tasks, which are explained below. 

• Map drawing: the main task of the system is the ‘map drawing’ of the 

explored area. To draw a map, it is required to have a set of nodes located in 

some relative coordinate system, where each of the nodes corresponds to each 

of the locations visited by all surveyors during the exploration of the planet.  

• Data processing: there are two main data processing tasks to be executed by 

the application: coordinate computation and data filtering. They are explained 

below. 

o Coordinate computation:  this task needs to be performed to obtain the 

set of locations to be used as input of the map drawing task. It consists 

of determining coordinates of nodes based on some distance 

measurement information. Hence, to execute this task, distance 

measurements between the surveyor nodes are required together with 

information about which surveyors moved between the different 

measurements. 

o Data filtering:  filtering of data can be performed before and after the 

coordinate computation task in order to improve the quality of the 

perceived map. Decisions could be made based on the processing of 

data, for instance, if it is noticed, by checking the map, that a section of 

the explored area is already explored enough while others are not yet, it 

could be decided to move only those surveyors that are close to the 

insufficiently explored area. 

• Measurement protocol: it is required that the surveyors move around on the 

planet to collect distance information about the explored area, to be processed 

later in order to obtain coordinates. To achieve this, control of the movement 

of the surveyors over the planet has to be performed, to determine how many 

surveyors move at a time, and how frequently and for how long surveyors 

move around. Moreover, it has to be determined how frequently and how 

many measurements are performed between consecutive movements. This will 

be called from now on the measurement protocol, and can be executed either 

in a centralized or distributed fashion. 

• Distance measurements: surveyors must measure the distance between each 

other as they move over the planet. This data serves as the input of the 

coordinate computation task. 

• Transmission of information: transmission of the measured and the processed 

data through the system is another task to be accomplished by the application. 

Communication is allowed in a bidirectional fashion between the surveyors 
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and the acquisition node, and between the acquisition node and the mMIPS. 

There is unidirectional communication from the satellite (mMIPS) to the earth.  

The system architecture proposed to solve this mapping application is illustrated in 

Figure 1.2. The hardware used for each of its elements and the allowed direction for 

communications between elements of the system are also illustrated in the figure. 

 

Figure 1.2. System architecture of the landscape mapping application and its hardware 

components. 

It is possible that one of the tasks to be performed by the system can be performed by 

more than one element of the system. For instance, the computation of the coordinates 

could be performed by any of the elements in the architecture. The elements of the 

architecture and the hardware components used to emulate each of them are described 

below, together with the functions that could potentially be performed by each 

element. 

• Surveyor nodes: these are the elements scattered on the planet. They move 

over the planet surface in order to explore it. Cricket motes attached to 

autonomously moving Spiderman cars are used to emulate them.  

The main function of these nodes is to perform distance measurements while 

moving around the planet. To achieve this, they can be controlled by another 

element of the architecture. However, they could also control themselves by 

performing the measurement protocol. Coordinate computation and data 
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filtering tasks could also be performed by the surveyor nodes. In any case, data 

that is gathered by the surveyor nodes should be sent to the acquisition node, 

which means that they perform part of the transmission of data task. 

• Satellite: the satellite is composed of two elements: 

o mMIPS processor: this is the central control processor in the satellite 

subsystem. This processor offers only limited processing power. It is 

implemented on an FPGA board. 

The mMIPS can communicate both with the acquisition node and with 

the earth station performing (part of) the transmission of data task. It 

could perform (part of) the measurement protocol. It can also perform 

the coordinate computation and data filtering tasks. 

o Acquisition node: the acquisition node is used to communicate with the 

surveyors and the mMIPS. The Cricket platform is used to emulate it. 

This element performs part of the transmission of data task by 

communicating with the mMIPS and the surveyor nodes. It could be 

responsible for the entire or part of the measurement protocol. 

Furthermore, it could perform the coordinate computation and data 

filtering tasks. 

• Earth station: the final output of the system will be provided by the earth 

station. This earth station has strong processing capabilities, allowing it to 

process large amounts of data. The earth station is emulated with a laptop. 

This element, which receives data from the satellite, performs the map 

drawing task. Furthermore, it could perform the coordinate computation and 

data filtering tasks. 

1.4. Problem Statement 

In this thesis, a system that solves the landscape mapping application with the given 

hardware architecture has been designed and implemented.  

First, it was decided which element of the architecture was going to perform each of 

the tasks defined in Section 1.3. Then, the measurement protocol to be followed by 

the system had to be designed, deciding which element or elements of the system was 

(were) going to control it, and defining how the measurements and the movements 

were going to be scheduled. After determining the issues mentioned above, the 

protocol was implemented in order to obtain a working reference system.  

An analysis of the trade-offs of the system was done in order to obtain different 

configurations of the system that perform better than the reference system in terms of 

some quality metric. To perform the trade-off analysis, the design space of this 

particular system was defined in terms of its parameters and quality metrics, and an 

approach to explore it was formulated. 
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Examples of system parameters for this application are the number of nodes deployed 

on the planet and time that a node is allowed to move, but also the mapping of tasks to 

the elements of the system. Examples of quality metrics of this system are the quality 

of the map and the energy or time spent by the system while getting the map. 

Different mappings of tasks to the elements will influence metrics, such as for 

instance the resource requirements of the system and the energy consumption 

respectively. For example, if it is chosen to perform the ‘coordinate computation’ on 

the satellite, it would be required to have powerful capabilities on the satellite which 

might spend more energy and might be more costly, and also it might be more 

expensive in terms of the transmission of data from the satellite to the earth if the 

messages need to be longer. However, this could allow to make decisions based on 

the current data to adaptively modify the ‘measurement protocol’, which can not be 

feasible for the case when the ‘coordinate computation’ is chosen to be performed on 

the earth, and it is not possible to react depending on the current data due to the lack 

of a communication path from the earth to the satellite.  

After performing the distance measurements on the planet, the collected measurement 

data was processed in order to obtain the map. To obtain this map, the localization 

problem was solved for all measurement data collected by the surveyors. How to 

determine a node’s location has proved to be a crucial aspect in the design of location 

systems. This work was no exception. To determine the location of nodes, anchor-free 

algorithms need to be chosen since locations of the deployed nodes can not be known 

in the context of this application. An evaluation of the performance of the system 

under different algorithms, when solving the localization problem, was be performed. 

Data processing may be performed to improve the quality of the obtained map. How 

to execute the data processing and which element should perform it are also design 

decisions that were be determined for this system. 

1.5. Goals of the Project  

This section describes the main goals for this master thesis:  

• Design and implement a system that solves the landscape mapping application 

that was described in Section 1.2 with the given hardware architecture. 

• Analyze and evaluate trade-offs for this particular system. 

To achieve the main goals, the following specific tasks should be performed and goals 

should be achieved: 

• Design and implement the measurement protocol for each of the elements in 

the system.  

• Design and implement algorithms that solve the localization problem. 

• Define and explore the design space of the system by: 

o Defining the parameters of the system that affect its performance. 

o Defining quality metrics for the system. 
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o Designing an approach to explore the design space of the system.  

• Describe the trade-offs of the system in terms of its parameters and quality 

metrics. 

• Provide three configurations that illustrate the trade-offs encountered for this 

system. 

1.6. Contributions  

This thesis makes the following contributions: 

• A working system that solves the landscape mapping problem using the 

Cricket platform to emulate acquisition and surveyors nodes. 

• Design and implementation of two algorithms to solve the localization 

problem using a centralized scheme. 

• A design space exploration and trade-off analysis in the context of location 

systems, based on the landscape mapping application. 

1.7. Document Organization 

The remainder of this document presents the design, implementation and trade-off 

analysis of the landscape mapping application. Chapter 2 presents general background 

about the Cricket platform and related work on localization systems. It also presents 

the system overview of the initial system developed for the landscape mapping 

application, and the design space of the landscape mapping application in terms of its 

parameters and quality metrics. Chapter 3 presents in detail the exploration approach 

followed to traverse the design space of the landscape mapping application. Chapter 4 

explains the design and implementation of the landscape mapping application 

developed within this work. Chapter 5 describes the results of the trade-off analysis of 

the landscape mapping application and provides three Pareto optimal configurations 

of the system. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes our work and describes possible future 

directions for exploring further the design space of the landscape mapping 

application. 
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2. Initial System and Design Space 

The goal of this chapter is to provide the reader with an overview of the initial system 

that was designed to solve the landscape mapping application. The design space that 

has been explored in this project is explained in this chapter. The chapter starts with 

the taxonomy commonly used to classify location systems, which is explained in 

Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, trilateration is described, which is the most widely used 

technique to determine locations. Section 2.3 introduces the Cricket platform, together 

with properties of the platform that are relevant for this project. Section 2.4 

summarizes related work on localization problems with the Cricket platform and on 

trade-offs analysis for sensor nodes in general. The initial system received at the start 

of this project is described in Section 2.5, including an analysis of its problems. These 

problems motivated a new system design that is explained further in Chapter 4. In 

Section 2.6, the design space of this application is defined in terms of the design 

parameters and quality metrics. Finally, Section 2.7 summarizes the chapter. 

2.1. Taxonomy of Location Systems 

Location systems can be classified by the following properties [5][6][8]: 

• Physical position and symbolic location: a location system can provide the 

physical location of a node. Furthermore, location systems can also provide 

symbolic positions, such as ‘kitchen’ or ‘office 9.07 in the Potential building’. 

• Absolute versus relative coordinates: an absolute coordinate system uses the 

same reference grid for all located objects. An example of such a coordinate 

system is the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system, which 

is used to uniquely locate any place on the earth. In a relative system, different 

objects can have their own frame of reference. Hence, a unique point can have 

two (or more) different relative coordinate assignments. 

• Distributed versus centralized computation: the term centralized computation 

refers to a system where the nodes in the network perform only measurements. 

The nodes report the data to a central station where the coordinates are 

calculated. On the other hand, distributed computation refers to systems where 

nodes, besides taking the measurements, also perform local calculations on the 

measurement data. Although distributed solutions can perform better in terms 

of scalability, efficiency and privacy, especially when the size of the network 

increases, centralized solutions can apply more rigorous algorithms with more 

powerful computations that could give more accurate solutions. However, they 

might need to be implemented on elements with more capabilities than those 

generally available for low cost sensor nodes [15]. 

• Accuracy and precision: accuracy refers to the difference between the 

estimated and the actual location of a node. Precision is a ratio that represents 

how often a given accuracy can be expected among sequential tries to estimate 

the location. As an example, claiming that a system provides 40 cm accuracy 

with 90% precision, means that a location error of maximally 40cm is 

expected 90% of the time. 
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• Range: this term refers to the physical domain where the system is able to 

locate objects. The range could be for instance the earth, a campus, a building, 

or a room. 

• Limitations: location systems can also be classified according to their 

functional limitations. An example of a limitation of a system can be that it 

works only in certain environments.  

During the last years, several location sensing technologies have emerged to provide 

location information. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is the most widely used 

location system. GPS presents an accuracy of 1-5 meters 95-99% of the time [5][6] by 

using trilateration to provide an absolute location in the UTM coordinate system. One 

limitation of GPS is that it only works in outdoors environments. For wireless sensor 

networks, the use of GPS is not a suitable solution due to the high costs that a GPS 

system has. These high costs conflicts with the low cost goal of WSNs. Furthermore, 

GPS does not work in indoor environments which could also be a limitation [5][6][8]. 

Obviously, it does not work on other planets. So, it can also not be used in the context 

of our project. 

Active Badge is a location system designed for indoor use. It uses infrared technology 

and centralized computation to perform symbolic position determination [8]. Another 

location system is Active bat. This location system was designed for indoors and 

provides accuracy of 9cm with 95% precision [5]. It is based on centralized 

computation to determine the physical location. It uses time of flight of a signal to 

determine distances. The signal used by Active bat to estimate distance is ultrasound 

(US). Both the Active badge and Active bat system assume that the internal clocks of 

the nodes have been synchronized (i.e., they require a global clock in the system). 

RADAR was also intended for indoor localization. It uses RF scene analysis to 

compare the characteristics of the received signal with stored premeasured values. Its 

drawbacks are the fact that it requires off-line measurement (which may not be 

practical) and the potential measurement errors due to changes in the environment. Its 

accuracy is 3 meters with 50% precision [5]. 

Crickets are another location system designed for indoor use. This system uses the 

time difference of arrival between two signals to determine distances. This is different 

from the Active bat system that uses only one signal. Cricket uses a US and an RF 

signal to estimate distances. It can be used both for symbolic position and physical 

location determination, in a centralized or distributed scheme. Its accuracy is 1 cm 

with a 99% precision when transmitter and receiver are facing each other [1][10], but 

it varies for different distances and angles between transmitter and receiver, as will be 

explained in Section 2.3.3.  

More information about existing location systems can be found in Hightower and 

Borriello [5]. 

2.2. Trilateration  

Trilateration and triangulation are techniques used to determine the location of objects 

by exploiting the geometric properties of triangles. Both techniques use two phases to 

determine the location of an object. In the first phase, these techniques estimate 
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respectively distances or angles between objects. The second phase consists of using 

the distance or angle information to determine locations [8][15].  

Determining angles to exploit triangulation can be achieved, for instance, by using 

directional antennas or by taking advantage of the finite propagation speed of all 

waveforms. Triangulation is generally more expensive and less frequently used than 

trilateration, especially in the context of WSN. Therefore the discussion in this section 

will focus on trilateration. 

The following techniques are used to determine the distance values required for 

trilateration: 

• Received signal strength indicator: this technique measures the power level of 

the signal at the receiver. Using this measured power level, the effective 

propagation loss is calculated based on the known transmit power. Theoretical 

and empirical models can be used to translate the propagation loss to a 

distance estimate. This method is mainly used for radio waves, and although it 

is relatively simple to exploit, the received signal strength indicator values are 

generally not constant making it necessary to deal with ranging errors [14]. 

• Time of arrival: this technique is used when the propagation speed of the 

transmitted signal is known. It assumes that both the sender and the receiver 

know when a transmission starts. The technique exploits the relationship 

between the transmission time and the propagation speed to calculate the 

distance. This technique assumes that the transmitter and receiver have 

synchronized clocks. The resolution that is required for these clocks depends 

on the signal that is transmitted. For instance, requirements are harder for 

radio waves than for US. The resolution of the clocks has an impact on the 

accuracy of the measurements.  

• Time difference of arrival: when two signals with very different propagation 

speed are available (for instance radio signals and US signals), the sender can 

start a simultaneous transmission of both signals, and the receiver can use the 

arrival of the radio transmission to start a counter until the US signal arrives. 

This overcomes the need for explicit synchronization as, for example, required 

by the time of arrival technique that has been discussed before. However, the 

time difference of arrival approach requires the presence on the hardware 

platform of two types of senders and receivers of which the signals have 

different propagation speeds. 

Among these three techniques, a trade-off between complexity and cost arises. Time 

difference of arrival requires more expensive hardware than the other two techniques 

while providing superior accuracy. In addition it may consume more energy. The 

performance and cost of time of arrival and received signal strength indicator depend 

on the specific signal that is exploited. For instance, when exploiting radio waves with 

any of the two first techniques, solutions can be cheap although not highly accurate 

[5][8].  

After the distances between objects are measured, the coordinates of an object need to 

be calculated. This is done in the second phase of the trilateration technique. The 

theory of this technique will be explained using Figure 2.1. This figure shows an 
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object 0P  whose distances 1r , 2r  and 3r to three reference points 1R , 2R and 3R  are 

known. The three distances are illustrated in the figure by the blue lines. The location 

),( 00 yx  of the object 
0P  can be determined by calculating the intersection point of 

three circles centered at each of the 1R , 2R and 3R  points, with radius 1r , 2r  and 

3r respectively. 

 

Figure 2.1. Example of a trilateration application. Adapted from [8]. 

Before the coordinates of the object can be computed, a reference coordinate system 

must be built. This can be attained by locating the three reference points 1R , 

2R and 3R  in a relative coordinate system. Such a coordinate system can be defined 

as follows [13]: 

• 1R  is located at ( ) ( )0,0, 11 =RR yx . 

• 2R is located at ( ) ( )0,, 2122 RRRR dyx −= , where 21 RRd −  is the distance between 

1R  and 2R . 

• 3R  is located at ( )33 , RR yx , according to the following formulas: 
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where RjRid
−

 is the distance between the R i   and R j  points. 

The axes of the created reference coordinate system are shown in the figure. Given the 

coordinate system that contains the three reference points, the coordinates of the 

object ( )00 , yx  can be calculated using the following equations [23]: 
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where 
ir  is the distance between the object and reference point i  

The most common techniques used to determine the location of a node are 

trilateration, proximity analysis, scene analysis  and minimum mean square estimation 

[5][8][16]. Trilateration has already been discussed. This technique is used in this 

study. For completeness, the other three techniques are briefly explained. 

• Proximity analysis: this technique aims to determine whether a node is ‘in the 

range’ of a known location, by taking advantage of the finite range of wireless 

communications. For instance, Active Badges use infrared communication to 

provide information about whether a node is inside a specific room. To do this, 

it exploits the restriction of infrared to communicate through walls. This 

relatively simple technique, although providing only coarse information, can 

be useful when determining connectivity is sufficient. 

• Scene analysis: this technique analyzes characteristic properties of the location 

where a node resides and it compares these properties to earlier measured 

properties of the landscape in which the node operates to determine its 

location. It can, for example, be performed by analyzing pictures to derive the 

location of a node from the image. It can also be performed by comparing the 

measured values of the strength of a signal (such as a radio wave) with offline 

measured values of the same signal at various locations. As explained in 

Section 2.1, the RADAR system uses this approach to establish indoor 

locations. However, this approach is not always suitable since offline 

measurements are not always feasible. 

• Minimum mean square estimate: this technique has also been widely used as 

building block in algorithms that solve the localization problem 

[8][14][15][16]. First, it measures the distance from the object to be located to 

a set of reference points. Then, it determines the location of a node by 

minimizing the differences between the measured distances and the estimated 

distances between the object to be located and the reference points (at least 

three reference points in 2-D localization, and at least four in 3-D 

localization). It is also known as the Least-Squares Minimization technique. 

When more than three reference points are available (or four reference points 

for 3-D localization) and distances measurements present error, this technique 

can provide more accurate results than trilateration [8]. However, it can take 
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long to converge to a solution unless certain criteria are imposed on the 

function to be minimized. It is more computationally complex than 

trilateration [16].  

2.3. Cricket Infrastructure 

This section describes the Cricket platform. The distance measurement approach that 

is exploited by the Cricket platform is explained and its performance is discussed.  

2.3.1. Cricket platform overview  

The Cricket platform, which is shown in Figure 2.2, can be used for applications in 

ubiquitous computing, asset and people tracking, and ultrasound research [2][3][10]. 

It is a hardware platform that consists of a Radio Frequency (RF) transceiver, an 

8MHz Atmel processor, an interface to send and receive US signals and an interface 

to communicate with a host device by using an RS-232 port. For the radio interface, 

the Cricket uses the low-power 433MHz CC1000 radio chip [3][17]. 

 

Figure 2.2. A Cricket hardware unit. Taken from [17]. 

The standard software distributed with the Cricket platform assumes that there are 

nodes that periodically transmit RF/US signals; they will be referred as the transmitter 

nodes. They are fixed and configured with a space identifier or with a physical 

location (e.g., coordinate). They broadcast the space identifier or the location on the 

RF signal. There are nodes whose location is to be determined, which will be referred 

as receiver nodes. They process the RF/US signals that transmitter nodes in range 

send. They can be moving, and they could be attached to a host device [12]. 

Modifications of the standard software are possible in order to get, for instance, a 

node that behaves simultaneously as transmitter and receiver, or a moving transmitter. 

The software and hardware flexibility of the Cricket platform allows application 

developers to create different architectures with the Cricket platform [17].  

The main characteristics of the Cricket platform are: 

• Accuracy: Cricket’s accuracy in determining distances depends on the angle 

and distance between the Cricket node transmitting the RF/US signals and the 

Cricket receiving them [10]. At a distance of 2 meters, the accuracy of Cricket 

is 1 cm when the US sender/receiver of the Crickets are facing each other and 

about 7 cm when there is a 30° angle between them [1]. In Section 2.3.3 the 

accuracy of Cricket is discussed in more detail.   
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• User privacy: previous to Cricket, most location systems required to keep 

track of locations of all entities of the system. Cricket was designed with the 

goal of providing the possibility of determining locations without the necessity 

of keeping track of all users [10]. 

• Ease of deployment and configuration: to deploy Crickets, there is neither a 

requirement on the connection between them, nor a requirement for a base 

station. They can be placed easily and are in general easy to deploy [9]. The 

Cricket is relatively easy to configure and relatively straightforward to 

maintain [17]. 

• Small form factor: the Cricket was designed to be smaller than typical 

handheld devices in order to make it easy to use Crickets with mobile devices 

[10]. 

• Range: the range of the radio communication between Crickets is about 30 

meters indoors when there are no obstacles between them and when using the 

default transmission power level and external antennas. The maximum range 

of the US (and thus of the distance measurement) is 10.5 meters [17]. In this 

situation, the Crickets that act as transmitter of RF/US signal and the one that 

processes it must be facing each other and there should not be any obstacle 

between them. 

2.3.2. Determining distances with the Cricket platform 

To determine distance with Cricket, a transmitter node simultaneously sends a radio 

frequency (RF) message and an US pulse. Data is carried only on the RF signal. 

Another node, the receiver, processes the RF/US signals to measure the time 

difference of arrival between the RF signal and the US pulse in order to determine the 

distance. The receiver node activates the US detector and a counter as soon as it 

receives the starting byte of an RF message. When it receives the US pulse, it saves 

the time of the counter. It calculates the distance between it and the transmitting node 

by multiplying the time difference between the arrivals of both signals by the speed of 

sound. After calculating the distance, the receiver node could calculate its physical 

location by using the distance value calculated, together with information contained in 

the received RF message [17][10]. The Cricket platform overcomes the dependency 

between the speed of sound and the environment temperature by using a temperature 

sensor, whose output is used to calculate the speed of sound at the measured 

temperature, to estimate distances [10] 

An earlier version of Cricket, called Cricket v1, utilized a phase locked loop US 

detector to measure the time difference. The phase locked loop detector gave 

measurement errors as high as 30 cm due to its highly variable detection 

characteristics [1]. In order to improve the accuracy of the measurements obtained 

with Cricket v1, the current version of Cricket, which is referred to as Cricket v2, was 

designed. Figure 2.3 shows the US circuitry used by Cricket v2: part (a) shows the 

circuitry of the transmitter and part (b) illustrates the circuitry of the receiver. The 

receiver uses an amplitude detector; it saves the time value at which the signal 

amplitude at the output of the amplifier reaches 65mV. This time is used to estimate 

its distance from the sending node [1].  
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Figure 2.3. Ultrasound circuitry of Cricket. Taken from [1]. 

2.3.3. Performance of distance measurement of the Cricket platform 

An experimental setup to evaluate the accuracy of distance measurement of the 

Cricket v2 platform was performed in [10]. Figure 2.4 shows a plot of the error 

between the real distance and the distance measured by the Cricket platform for 

different distances and angles between a transmitter node and a receiver node. The 

figure indicates that the measurement error increases with increasing distance. This 

behavior is due to the higher attenuation of the US pulse at greater distances. In other 

words, the received signal strength of the US pulse is lower as distance increases and 

this causes the Cricket US amplitude detection circuitry to take longer to detect the 

US pulse.  

Figure 2.4 shows also that the error increases with increasing angle between 

transmitting and receiving nodes. The radiation pattern of the US interface used by 

Cricket v2 indicates that the sensitivity of the US receiver and transmitter decreases 

with increasing angle between transmitter and receiver nodes. As the angle increases, 

the received signal strength at the receiver decreases, which is one of the causes of the 

error just mentioned. Furthermore, it can be deduced from the figure that the 

measurement error is acceptably low for angles between (-40°, 40°) and increases 

noticeably above that range.  
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Figure 2.4. Distance measurement error of the Cricket platform for different angles and 

distances between transmitting and receiving nodes. Taken from [8]. 

In addition, in [10] it is claimed that for angles as large as 90°, no measurement values 

(distance equal to zero) were obtained. This is due to the fact that US signals are not 

omni-directional and thus at large angles US signals are too weak to be detected. 

For the scope of this project, the hardware of Cricket v2 was modified, replacing the 

US transmitter by three US transmitters as shown in Figure 2.5. As can be seen from 

the figure, each pair of transmitters are separated by 120°, and they direct their output 

pulses to a plane that is perpendicular of the plane of the US receivers.  
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Figure 2.5. Picture of the Cricket platform used for this work. 

Since the hardware used in the landscape mapping application was a modified version 

of the Cricket v2 hardware, additional measurements to evaluate the performance of 

distance measurement were done using the modified version of Cricket v2. Table 2.1 

summarizes the results of the experiment. The data was collected for distances up to 2 

m. The distance of 2 m was chosen to be the maximum distance to be measured with 

this experiment, since Figure 2.4 indicates that above this distance no measurement 

values are likely to be obtained for angles greater than 60 degrees. Moreover, 

experimental experiences with this modified Cricket suggested that above 2 m no 

measurement values or errors above 80% were likely to be obtained.  

To fill the table, 50 measurements were made at each distance value. The 

measurements were taken using the measurement protocol as implemented by the 

reference system, which is explained in detail in Chapter 4. It measures distances 

between two nodes at each of the nodes. The outcome of the measurement is the 

minimum non-zero distance of the two collected values. When the landscape mapping 

application is running, the orientations of the Crickets are random. Therefore, the 

orientation of the two Crickets whose distance to each other was being measured were 

also changed randomly along the experiment.  

The mean error, percentage of measurements not received (or with a value of zero), 

maximum and minimum value are shown in the table. The mean error value was 

obtained filtering out from the collected data measurements which gave zero values or 

errors above 80%. Although in the landscape mapping application measurements with 

large errors are not detected, they were not taken into account to calculate the mean 

error reported in the table. The reason for this is that the large error measurements 

occur occasionally in practice (less than 4%) while exploiting the measurement 

protocol of the reference system. In this way, a better appreciation of the measurement 

error can be obtained. The experimental results show that this error increases as 

distance increases. This is in line with the results shown in Figure 2.4. The obtained 
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error for 50 cm, which is higher than for 100 cm and 150 cm, contradicts this 

conclusion. Most likely, this is due to the randomness of the experimental data.  

The values in the table suggest that as the distance increases, it is more likely to obtain 

measurements with zero value. This is in line with the results shown in Figure 2.4, 

which indicates that as distance increases, the angle from which measurements could 

not be gotten decreases, being roughly 90° for 2 meters and roughly 40° for 8 meters. 

The experiments showed also that as distance increases it was more likely to obtain 

some measurements with an error above 80%. By measuring multiple times at a 

location, the chance of obtaining a measurement with error above 80% can be 

overcome. This is in fact what the landscape mapping application does as will be 

explained in Chapter 4. 

Distance (cm) Mean error (cm) Percentage of 

measurements 

not received 

Max. value 

(cm) 

Min. value 

(cm) 

200 9.8 12 368 200 

150 6.4 14 265 149 

100 4 10 189 91 

50 7.64 0 60 45 

25 3.8 4 32 26 

Table 2.1. Performance of distance measurement with Cricket using three ultrasound 

transmitters 

2.3.4. Error sources in distance measurements with the Cricket platform 

In the previous section the error obtained when measuring distances with Cricket was 

quantified. In order to understand which external and internal factors of Cricket 

influence the accuracy of distance measurements, the potential causes of the errors are 

briefly described [8]: 

• Environmental factors: speed of sound depends on factors such as 

temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure. Their effect in distance 

measurements can not be completely eliminated, although it is possible to 

reduce them by compensation.  

• Lack of line-of-sight: as described in the previous section, as the angle between 

the transmitting node and the receiving node increases, so does the distance 

error. This is due to the refraction and reflection properties of sound that 

makes the US pulse travel for a distance longer than the real one between the 

transmitting node and the receiving node. When there are obstacles in the line 

of sight a similar behavior will occur, giving measurement errors. 

• Errors in detecting US: this error is related to the level of the received signal 

strength. The technique used by the US detection circuitry detects the arrival 
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of a US pulse when the output of the amplifier in the US detection circuitry 

reaches a certain threshold. The time to reach this threshold depends on the 

received signal strength. 

• Timing quantization: the technique used to measure distance is based on 

timing measurements, which results in timing errors. There are in fact two 

types of timing errors. The first one is the quantization error due to the Cricket 

clock, which is equal to a period of 1 microsecond. The second error is due to 

the time interval between the reception of the first and second signal in the 

measurement technique, which is equal to the bit duration of an RF 

transmission in the Cricket. This value, which is equal to 52 microseconds in 

the Cricket platform, is compensated by software. 

• Variable interrupt service routine delays: in the Cricket platform, the 

processing of RF and US signals arrival time is done within interrupt service 

routines. The invocation of these routines can cause another delay when there 

are competing interrupt service routines.  

• Arithmetic quantization: this error is due to the arithmetic calculations 

performed in the Cricket to determine the distance by the time distance of 

arrival technique. 

2.4. Related Work 

This section discusses related studies that solve the localization problem on the 

Cricket platform. It also introduces related studies on trade-off analysis for Wireless 

Sensor Networks.  

2.4.1. Similar studies with Cricket Platform 

In [9], the CricketNav system is described. CricketNav is an indoor navigation 

system, which was designed to direct users to the desired destination by displaying 

path guides on a map. The location and direction of the guide on the map were 

updated in real time. A minimum mean square estimate location estimation algorithm 

was implemented and evaluated on the Cricket platform in order to obtain the current 

location of the user. For the same location, several measurements were taken, and 

only one was taken as the final distance value. Two experiments were performed. In 

the first experiment, the mode value was taken as the outcome of each measurement. 

In the second experiment, the mean value was taken as the outcome of each 

measurement. The results of the two experiments were compared. The result of the 

comparison indicates that using the mode value more accurate results were obtained 

then when using the mean value. The reason is that by taking the mode value, 

reflected distance readings are more likely to be filtered. Moreover, at least 5 

measurements per location were recommended to take a well represented value of the 

distance, in order to get acceptable location results. The location estimates obtained 

with this application were accurate to within 30cm 95% of the time. This study 

suggests that more than one measurement per location is desired in order to obtain 

acceptable results with Cricket. Furthermore, it suggests that the different 

measurements obtained at each location should be filtered in an appropriate manner in 

order to obtain accuracy as high as possible while solving the localization problem. 

These results motivated part of the design of the measurement protocol of the 
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landscape mapping application, as is explained in Chapter 4. Moreover, it motivated 

the trade-off exploration of our system in terms of the number of measurements taken 

at a location, among other parameters. However, as explained and defended in detail 

in Chapter 4, the filter designed for the landscape mapping application takes the 

lowest value instead of the mean or mode value.  For the scope of the study explained 

above Cricket v1 was used. Cricket v2 was exploited for the work explained in the 

remainder of this section. 

In [2], a system is described that lays the foundation for context-aware applications. 

The user is allowed to configure a reference coordinate system in a room by using 

three Crickets as receiver nodes fixed in a frame. The frame was placed on the 

ground. The system determines coordinates to other Crickets placed on the ceiling of 

the room, which are configured as the transmitters of RF/US signals. The goal of the 

system was to generate a map of the room that showed obstacles such as doors, walls 

and windows. To achieve this, a first phase of the system determined coordinates for 

the transmitters relative to the listeners. In a second phase, the system determined the 

location of objects (such as doors, walls and windows) which were highlighted by a 

laser ranger finder attached to the frame. To solve the localization problem in the first 

phase, both the trilateration and the minimum mean square estimate algorithms were 

implemented and evaluated. Trilateration gave better results than the mean square 

estimate in this system. The authors claimed that trilateration performed better 

because the selected beacons were the closest three points, which had the most 

accurate measurements. Accurate measurements are desirable between the beacons 

that define the reference system with trilateration [13]. Although the architecture used 

for Cricket in [2] differs from the architecture used in this work, results indicate that 

trilateration can produce similar or even better results than results obtained with 

minimum mean square estimation in the case that distance measurements are accurate, 

as is the case in the measurements obtained with the Cricket platform. 

In [16], two different system architectures with Cricket are compared in terms of 

performance. The first one is called active mobile architecture, and assumes the 

receiver nodes (as defined in Section 2.3.1) are placed and fixed at known locations 

while the transmitter node, whose location is desired to be determined, is moving. The 

second architecture is called passive mobile and assumes that the transmitter nodes are 

fixed and the receiver nodes, whose locations are to be determined, are moving. A 

hybrid architecture was also designed in order to preserve the advantages of each 

architecture in terms of scalability, privacy and tracking agility. To solve the 

localization problem, a minimum mean square estimate algorithm was implemented 

as part of the tracking algorithm. The authors claim that the minimum mean square 

estimate frequently provided location errors of 50 cm, which are due to the errors 

obtained in distance estimates and depend on the speed of the moving device. In the 

landscape mapping application, measurements are not taken while cars are moving, 

only after they stop. Therefore, errors lower than 50 cm should be expected with our 

system. Furthermore, the measurement protocol implemented on the landscape 

mapping application provides redundancy in the measurements, which leads to error 

reduction on distance estimates, and therefore should results in lower location errors 

than those reported in [16]. 

In [19], a system is described that provides both contextual location and orientation 

information. To determine the orientation of an object, multiple (at least three) US 
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receivers are required in order to obtain differential distances to one or more 

transmitter nodes. The mean location error obtained with this setup was between 7 

and 10 cm for each coordinate axis. This error is the same error provided by the 

landscape mapping application. The authors of [19] found in their experiments that in 

21 out of the 37 tests that were related to orientation, the system was unable to receive 

error-free measurements, and therefore it was unable to determine location and 

orientation estimates. The frequency with which the landscape mapping application 

was unable to take measurements was low compared with the results reported in [19], 

although in [19] redundancy in the US circuitry was also exploited. In [19], a 

modification of the US hardware of the Cricket platform is exploited in a similar way 

to what was done for the landscape mapping application, although in the former only 

the number of US receivers was increased and in the latter work only the number of 

US transmitters was increased. 

2.4.2. Related work on trade-off analysis for Wireless Sensor Networks 

Although WSN is a quite young technology, some studies have been done on trade-

off analysis and configuration of Wireless Sensor Networks. An interesting work is 

described in [7]. This paper introduces a method for configuring the sensor nodes of a 

WSN, guaranteeing that the QoS requirements are met. The method explores the 

design space of the system using Pareto Algebra, which is a recent algebraic approach 

described in [4]. Sets of parameter values, that are optimal in some quality metric 

combination, are obtained after the exploration of the design space. This enables 

analysis of trade-offs in the system. For the trade-off exploration of the landscape 

mapping application, the concept of Pareto points as introduced in [19] will also be 

exploited to determine configurations that are optimal in terms of some quality metric. 

The algebraic technique of [7] is developed for tree-based networks, and is therefore 

not directly applicable to the setting of this project.  

Other works have studied trade-offs related to Wireless Sensor Networks. The 

majority of them have been based on simulation studies. A work that took into 

account real deployment while evaluating the performance of the system is explained 

in [18]. In this work, the effect of infrastructure decisions on the performance of a 

sensor network was studied. The infrastructure parameters that were varied include 

sensor capabilities, the number of sensors, and the deployment strategy. Results 

showed that as the number of nodes was increased, the performance of the network 

dropped when the offered load from the sensors to the network exceeded the capacity 

of the network. To evaluate the effect of the deployment strategy, random, grid-type 

and biasing to the target strategies were used. There were no big differences between 

random and grid-type deployment. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the system was 

significantly increased when biasing the nodes deployment to the target. The results of 

the analysis of this work suggests that for the landscape mapping application any 

deployment strategy could give the same results, because the target is the whole area 

and moreover, the nodes move randomly after deployment. The trade-off exploration 

of the landscape mapping application is also based on issues of a real system as this 

work does. Nevertheless, the parameters varied were related to the measurement 

protocol and the data processing tasks.  
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2.5.  Initial System Overview 

Previous work has been performed to solve the application described in Chapter 1. As 

mentioned before, the system previously developed presented some problems. This 

section describes the overview of the system that was previously built. From now on, 

this system will be referred to as ‘the initial system’. An analysis of its problems is 

given in Section 2.5.4.  

The initial system maps the system tasks to the hardware elements in the following 

way: 

• Earth station: this element is used to draw the map of the planet. Furthermore, 

coordinate computation and data filtering are also performed at the earth 

station. 

• Satellite: 

o  mMIPS: this element controls the measurement protocol. It sends 

requests to the acquisition node, which relays these requests to the 

surveyors. After collecting the measurement data, it transfers the data 

to the earth. 

o Acquisition node: the acquisition node receives commands from the 

satellite. It also sends the measurement data collected by the surveyors 

back to the satellite. According to the specific command received, the 

acquisition node can communicate with the surveyors to request an 

action or transmission of data, or start the transmission of data to the 

satellite.  

• Surveyors: the surveyors perform the distance measurements and transmission 

of the information to the acquisition node. Data filtering on the distance 

measurements is performed by the surveyors. 

The functioning of the initial system can be divided into two modes of operation: the 

discovery phase and the measurement phase. 

During the discovery phase, the satellite creates a list of the available surveyors, and 

assigns to each of them a unique system ID. This is a one-byte value. The system IDs 

start from 0 and are incremented for each node. Every surveyor node has also a 

unique serial ID consisting of 8 bytes. These serial IDs are also collected by the 

acquisition node during the discovery phase. 

During the measurement phase, dedicated messages are sent to each of the surveyors 

in the list, in order to request distance measurements and movement of the cars. The 

system ID is used to indicate the desired receiver of the message.  

2.5.1. Satellite 

In the initial system, the satellite acts as the central controller of the system. It 

monitors the measurement protocol and also the final transmission of data to the earth. 

To monitor the measurement protocol, the mMIPS processor sends commands to the 
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acquisition node via the serial interface. The acquisition node sends the measurement 

data via the same serial interface to the mMIPS.  

• mMIPS 

The available commands that can be sent by the mMIPS to the acquisition node are 

listed in Table 2.2. The table also gives a brief description of each command. There 

are three types of commands, which can be distinguished by their starting letter. The 

‘C’ stands for command. These commands are used to request some action such as the 

movement of a car or the start of a distance measurement. The ‘G’ stands for get-

commands, which are used to request some information from the acquisition node 

such as the list of available surveyors. The ‘S’ stands for set-commands which are 

used to modify some parameters of the system such as the moving time. 

Type of 

command 

Name of 

command 

Description and parameters 

C GO Start the application. System goes to discovery phase and 

then to the measurement phase 

C MV Send move request to the surveyors 

C MI Request to move, measure and go to the discovery phase 

C RS Restart the system 

G ID Get serial Id from acquisition node 

G MV Get the list of nodes to move 

G MT Get the moving time 

G DA Get the measurement data 

S DB Toggle Debug-mode, to receive status information or 

deactivate its reception  

S CT Toggle continuous mode for testing purposes 

S CY Set the number of measurements performed by each 

surveyor at each location 

S MT Set moving time 

S MN Set moving nodes, providing first the amount of nodes 

desired to move, followed by the system IDs of all them 

Table 2.2. Set of available commands on the mMIPS processor. 

The measurement protocol, as executed by the mMIPS, works as follows. At startup, 

the mMIPS sends to the acquisition node the C-GO command, which makes the 

acquisition node enter the discovery phase. The acquisition node then creates a list of 

all available surveyors including the distances measured between them, and it sends 

the collected measurement data back to the mMIPS. The mMIPS, after receiving the 

measurement data, will try to find three surveyors whose distances between each other 

are the largest among all sets of three surveyors. If there are less than three surveyors, 

or if no three surveyors were found that satisfy the largest distance condition (because 

of failed distance measurements), the mMIPS will repeat this procedure (starting from 

the C-GO command) until the desired set of three surveyors is found. At each 

execution of this procedure, the system IDs are assigned to the surveyors. 

When three surveyors are found, these are set as the beacons
1
 of the system. Then the 

system moves from the discovery phase to the measurement phase. In this phase, the 

                                                
1
 Beacons refer in the literature as nodes that are aware of their location. In the initial system, they were 

nodes not allowed to move. 
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mMIPS sends first a C-MV command to the acquisition node. This makes the 

acquisition node broadcast a moving request to all surveyors except the beacons. 

Moreover, the acquisition node sends in a round-robin fashion a measurement request 

to all surveyors. After all measurement data is collected at the acquisition node, it will 

acknowledge the mMIPS. The mMIPS will then request the acquisition node to send 

the measurement data and will forward this data to the earth station. 

• Acquisition node 

The behavior of the acquisition node can be illustrated by the finite state machine that 

is shown in Figure 2.6 and explained below.  

In the initial system, the acquisition node receives commands from the mMIPS. The 

acquisition node will change its state when it receives messages from the mMIPS. It 

may also change state when the interrupt services routines fire. In the initial system, 

the measurement protocol allowed the acquisition node to measure its distance to the 

surveyors and vice versa. 

STATES: The states of the acquisition node are: 

• STAND_BY: initial state of the system, reached after system start-up. 

• INQUIRY: state reached during discovery phase. 

• WAIT_CMN: state reached when a command is expected. 

• SELECT: the select state acts as the initial and final state in the distance 

measurement process. It is reached at the beginning of the process when the 

acquisition node is ready to send a pulse request (request to start a 

measurement). This request is sent to one surveyor at a time, during the 

discovery and measurement phases. When a surveyor receives a pulse request, 

it sends a US pulse and an RF signal. After the US is received, the acquisition 

node comes back to the select state. It then executes the same procedure for 

another surveyor, until all available surveyors have performed a distance 

measurement. 

• MOVING: all surveyors that are allowed to move are moving. 

• WAIT_RF_US: After sending a pulse request, this state is reached while 

waiting for the RF/US pulse from the surveyor to which the request was sent. 

• WAIT_US: when an RF signal is received there is a transition from the 

WAIT_RF_US state to this state. When the US pulse is received, the system 

moves from this state to the select state. 
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Figure 2.6. Finite state machine of the acquisition node in the initial system. 

EVENTS: The state transitions, as shown on Figure 2.6, are defined in terms of the 

following events: 

• A firing of the state timer on the acquisition node. The state timer is used by 

the acquisition node to control the sequence of actions performed by it. A 
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firing is a signal that indicates that the preset time parameter of the timer has 

expired. The preset time of the timer can be modified by software on Cricket. 

• The reception of commands from the mMIPS through the serial port, 

represented by the name of the command annotated with a question mark. 

• A firing of the US detector. 

• A reception of a US pulse.  

• The reception of a radio message. 

RADIO MESSAGES RECEIVED BY THE ACQUISITION NODE: the 

acquisition node can receive the following radio messages from the surveyors: 

• PULSE_MSG (pulse message): this corresponds to a radio message that 

informs the acquisition node that a US pulse is going to be sent. When this 

message is received by the acquisition node, while being in the WAIT_RF_US 

state, the acquisition node loops in that state and starts the US detector. The 

message contains the system ID of the transmitter. 

• INQ_MSG (inquiry message): this corresponds to a radio message that 

contains the serial ID of the transmitter. This message is only sent during the 

discovery phase, and is a reply of the inquiry request sent by the acquisition 

node to the surveyors. 

• DATA_MSG (data message): this corresponds to a radio message that contains 

the distance measurement data. It is sent by a surveyor as a reply to a data 

request sent by the acquisition node. 

FUNCTIONING:  

At start up, the acquisition node goes to the STAND_BY state, and activates its state 

timer. After firing the state timer, the acquisition node goes to the INQUIRY state and 

broadcasts an inquiry request message to all surveyors. Whenever it receives an 

inquiry message in reply, while being in the INQUIRY state, it executes the FileInq() 

task. This task builds the list of available surveyors and assigns a system ID to each of 

them.  

When the state timer fires while the acquisition node is in the inquiry state, it makes a 

transition to the SELECT state. The acquisition node sends a pulse request to each of 

the surveyors and goes to the WAIT_RF_US state, where it expects first a radio 

message from the surveyor to which the pulse request was sent; this is done on a one 

by one basis for all surveyors. After receiving a radio signal, the acquisition node 

starts the US detector and goes to the WAIT_US state, where it expects a US pulse. 

After receiving the US pulse, it saves the time at which the pulse was received. The 

US activation also starts the US timer. The user configures the firing time of the US 

timer allowing US pulses to travel the desired range, after this firing time a pulse is 

not expected anymore. When the US detector fires, the acquisition node executes the 

task TryFilePulse(), which processes the received data, and stores the new 

measurement in the data-structure. The surveyor count, a variable that indicates the 
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system ID of the surveyor to whom the message is being sent, is incremented and the 

acquisition node goes back to the SELECT state. This measurement procedure is 

performed until a pulse request has been sent to all surveyors. Moreover, this 

procedure is performed repeatedly. The number of times that the procedure is 

followed is defined by a user defined variable called NoCycles whose value was set to 

20 in the initial system. The output distance value between any two nodes is the 

average of the distances values obtained through the 20 repetitions of this 

measurement procedure. By increasing the value of this variable, the accuracy of the 

distance measurements increases, but it obviously also increases the time that it takes 

for the system to finish the measurement procedure. 

After the measurement procedure is finished, the acquisition node goes to the 

MOVING state and broadcasts a move request to the surveyors in its list. The move 

request contains the system IDs of the non-beacon nodes. When the state timer fires 

while the node is in the MOVING state, the acquisition node goes to the INQUIRY 

state if it is working in the discovery phase; as stated previously, the acquisition node 

will remain in the discovery phase until three surveyors are found that satisfy the 

largest distance condition. If the state timer fires, the acquisition node goes to the 

SELECT state when the node is working in the measurement phase. It is possible that 

the system ID of a node changes during the discovery phase. In the measurement 

phase it will only perform measurements assuming the system IDs do not change. 

When the mMIPS attempts to read the data of the acquisition node by sending the G-

DA command, the acquisition node will send the data collected to the mMIPS. 

There are commands available in the satellite and states in the acquisition node that 

are not used by the measurement protocol of the initial system. These commands and 

states can be used for debugging purposes.  

2.5.2. Surveyor nodes 

The behavior of the surveyor nodes can be illustrated by the finite state machine that 

is shown in Figure 2.7 and explained below. 
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Figure 2.7. Finite state machine of the surveyor nodes in the initial system. 

STATES: The states of the surveyor nodes are: 

• STAND_BY: initial state of the system, reached after system start-up. 

• INQUIRY: state reached during inquiry mode (discovery phase) after receiving 

the inquiry request. When the transmission of the serial ID through the inquiry 

message is successful, the surveyor moves to the LISTEN state. 

• LISTEN: state reached in the measurement mode, waiting for a request, and 

not moving. 

• SEND_US: state reached when a US pulse is requested and going to be sent. 

• MOVING: car is moving. 

EVENTS: The state transitions, as shown in Figure 2.7, are defined in terms of the 

following events: 

• A firing of the state timer on the surveyor. 
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• A firing of the US detector. 

• A reception of a US pulse.  

• The reception of a radio message. 

RADIO MESSAGES RECEIVED BY A SURVEYOR NODE: 

• MOV_REQ (move request): broadcast radio message sent by the acquisition 

node to indicate a surveyor to start moving. The surveyor checks whether its 

system ID is contained in the message, and only if so it will move. 

• INQ_REQ (inquiry request): broadcast message sent by the acquisition node to 

request to a surveyor node the transmission of its serial ID.  

• PULSE_REQ (pulse request): dedicated radio message sent by the acquisition 

node to a surveyor in order to request a distance measurement. After receiving 

it, the surveyor sends a pulse message informing the other surveyors and the 

acquisition node that it is going to send a US pulse. 

• PULSE_MSG (pulse message): broadcast radio message sent by the surveyor 

that is taking its turn in the measurement. The message includes the system ID 

of the sender. When this message is received by a surveyor node, it activates 

the US detector. 

• STOP_REQ (stop request): when this message is received by a surveyor, it 

moves to the Listen state. 

FUNCTIONING: At start up, the surveyor goes to the STAND_BY state. During the 

discovery phase, an inquiry request should be received from the acquisition node. 

When this happens, the surveyor moves to the INQUIRY state, where it will transmit 

its serial ID through an inquiry message. After transmitting the inquiry message the 

surveyor moves to the LISTEN state. If it receives an inquiry request while being in 

the LISTEN state, it will go to the INQUIRY state and remain in the discovery phase.  

If it receives a pulse request while being in the LISTEN state, it will move to the 

SEND_US state, and it will broadcast a pulse message informing the other surveyors 

that a US pulse is going to be transmitted. The surveyor transmits a US pulse 

simultaneously with the pulse message. It will go back to the LISTEN state when the 

pulse message has been sent. If the surveyor receives a pulse message while being in 

the LISTEN state, it will remain in that state but it will activate the US detector. When 

it receives a US pulse, it will save the time at which it happened. The US detector 

timeout will fire after some time, which is as long as it is required to wait for the pulse 

in the allowed distance range. When this happens, the surveyor will calculate its 

distance to the sender.  

It is also possible to receive a data request message from the acquisition node while 

being in the LISTEN state. The surveyor will reply with a data message, which 

contains the measurement data. When the surveyor receives a move request, it will 

move to the MOVING state if its system ID is included in the received message and 
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the state timer will be started. While being in the MOVING state, a firing of the state 

timer will make the surveyor move to the LISTEN state again.  

2.5.3. Earth station 

The earth station is emulated with a laptop on the initial system. It receives the 

measurement data sent by the satellite. As explained before, it performs, besides the 

map drawing task, the data filtering and the coordinate computation. 

The coordinate computation is done using the minimum mean square estimate 

technique. The distance between any pair of nodes is measured by both nodes. When 

a distance between a pair of beacon nodes is not measured by any of those two beacon 

nodes in a measurement, the current set of measurements of all nodes is discarded.  

This is done because if this criterion is not met, the coordinate computation with the 

least squares technique is not applicable.  

The resulting coordinates are written to an xml file. This xml file is used as input to a 

viewer tool, which draws measurement by measurement, points representing each 

coordinate from the xml file in a coordinate system equivalent to the one defined by 

the beacons of the system.  

2.5.4. Design limitations and deficiencies 

The initial system faces some design deficiencies. When it is running, it is likely that 

the communication between the acquisition node and the mMIPS stops. The exact 

cause of this behavior is not known. 

The remainder of this sub-section discusses other drawbacks of the system and their 

potential consequences. First of all, the inquiry request is broadcasted to all potential 

surveyors on the planet, and it is expected that all of the surveyors reply with an 

inquiry message. However, collisions between the inquiry messages from all 

surveyors are not avoided within the protocol. As a result, it is likely that only a part 

of the available nodes on the planet are discovered. Moreover, this solution does not 

scale well when the number of surveyors dropped on the planet increases. 

Secondly, the power contacts of Crickets are not very reliable and can make a node to 

reboot when it moves or crashes with some object. When a node reboots while being 

in the measurement phase, it loses its system ID and can not participate anymore in 

the measurement protocol, since in the measurement phase no inquiry requests are 

sent by the mMIPS. Therefore, measurement data is not received anymore from that 

node. Furthermore, if all nodes that are moving faced a reboot, the system would 

receive no data from any of the surveyors, which is equivalent to receiving no 

measurement data at all. The measurement protocol implemented in the initial system 

does not take this into account.  

The idea of having two phases in the measurement protocol could be suitable to the 

application if properly implemented, since it may be desired to check constantly how 

many surveyors are alive. However, the implementation of the discovery phase on the 

protocol of the initial system is not very reliable.  
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Furthermore, the discovery phase is applied iteratively, and assigns a different system 

ID to each surveyor in each iteration, until the system switches to the measurement 

phase. If an RF message is lost during this iteration, it may happen that two different 

nodes are assigned a same system ID, and this would cause collisions and/or errors in 

the distance measurement phase, since two different surveyors will reply to the same 

pulse request message. 

Moreover, the protocol was designed to switch from the discovery phase to the 

measurement phase when a preset number of surveyors are discovered, or when three 

nodes are found whose distances to each other are the largest among any set of three 

nodes from the discovered nodes. If the three nodes are found before the total amount 

of surveyor nodes are discovered and assigned a system ID, it is possible that 

available surveyors do not participate in the measurement phase. 

2.6. Design Space of the Landscape Mapping Application  

The design space exploration of the landscape mapping application is carried out in 

terms of the parameters and quality metrics of the system that are described below. 

The trade-off analysis of the system, which is described in Chapter 3, is based on this 

set of parameters and quality metrics.  

2.6.1. Parameters of the system  

This subsection describes the parameters of the system that influence the performance 

of the system. To illustrate the usefulness of each parameter, a brief example is 

provided for each parameter. This example illustrates the relevance of the parameter. 

The parameters can be divided in four main categories which are system architecture, 

task mapping, measurement protocol, and data processing. 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

Modifying the architecture of the system, for instance by adding elements and/or 

communication channels, will result in different performance of the system. For 

example, a change in the hardware could modify the costs of the system. Since the 

architecture is fixed in this project, we do not explore this dimension any further. 

TASK MAPPING 

In Section 1.3, the tasks to be performed by the application were introduced. The 

elements of the proposed system architecture together with the tasks that they could 

potentially perform were listed. Given a system architecture (see Section 1.3 for an 

example), different mappings of the tasks among the available elements will result in 

different performance of the system in terms of its quality metrics. For instance, 

assigning the coordinate computation and data filtering tasks to the surveyors instead 

of to the satellite, or to the earth station, could increase the latency of the system. This 

is due to the less powerful processors available at the surveyors compared to the 

processor available in the satellite and at the earth station. However, this would enable 

the satellite to perform actions based on the coordinate values received from the 

acquisition node, such as sending MOVE requests only to moving nodes that are at 

sections of the area not yet discovered enough, potentially having a positive effect on 

map quality. 
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MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL 

The design of the measurement protocol will impact the performance of the system. 

Parameters related with the measurement protocol are: 

• Number of nodes that are allowed to move as fraction of the total number of 

deployed nodes. This parameter refers to the ratio of nodes from the total 

number of nodes that are allowed to move by the measurement protocol. It is 

expected that if more nodes are fixed, which means that more reference points 

are available, the quality of the computed coordinates is improved. 

• Moving time of the cars at each ‘MOVE’ command. This parameter refers to 

the time (in seconds) that a car (moving node) is allowed to move after 

receiving a move request. It is expected that the performance of the system 

changes when different moving times for the cars are used. For example, when 

cars move longer, the area could be explored in a shorter period of time. If 

they move too long, the coverage may become too low. 

• Number of measurements taken per location. This parameter indicates how 

many measurements are taken at the same location. If several measurements 

are taken at the same location, a single value can be obtained by selecting the 

mean or mode value, for instance. The selection of the value could be 

performed by the mMIPS or by the surveyors, between each movement 

command. It could be expected that the more measurements are taken at a 

location, the more accurate is the value taken and therefore the accuracy of the 

map could be improved.  

• Number of nodes set to move by each ‘MOVE’ command. The protocol can 

request a single node to move, or it could request to all available nodes to 

move at the same time. This parameter refers to the ratio of nodes requested to 

move by the measurement protocol at the same time. It could be expected that 

by moving more cars at the same time, the area could be explored faster, while 

the precision of the coordinate computation increases when fewer nodes move 

at the same time. 

DATA PROCESSING 

• Algorithm used to determine the coordinates of a node. This refers to the 

algorithm used to perform the coordinate computation. By using different 

algorithms, the accuracy and precision of the coordinates computed by the 

system could be influenced.  

• Data filters. This refers to the pre and post filtering performed on the 

measurement data as introduced in Section 1.3. This could influence metrics 

such as accuracy and percentage of unresolved nodes. These metrics are 

explained in the next sub-section. 
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2.6.2. Quality metrics of the system  

This subsection describes the quality metrics that are used to evaluate the performance 

of the system. For clarity, it is stated that the term location refers to the determined 

coordinate of a node at a moment in time. 

• Accuracy and precision: in Section 2.3.3, accuracy of distance measurements 

with the Cricket hardware modified for this work was evaluated for distances 

up to 2 meters. A value of 7 cm was chosen as the accuracy of distance 

measurement with the Cricket platform used in this project based on the 

results of Section 2.3.3. 150 cm is the maximum allowed dimension of the 

field that emulates the area to explore on the planet, and it is expected that 

most of the measurements are taken in a shorter range. The reference 

technique used to determine coordinates (trilateration) gives an error of at 

most 10 cm of a location when a 7 cm distance error is obtained. Concluding, 

10 cm was chosen as the accuracy for the location determination. 

The precision metric refers to the percentage of locations that lay: 

o inside a polygon with the same shape as the explored area but with a 

bigger area, and whose sides are 10 cm further from the real explored 

area polygon. 

o outside a polygon with the same shape as any interior obstacle in the 

explored area, but with a smaller area than the obstacle, and whose 

sides are 10 cm apart from the real polygon defined by the interior 

obstacle. 

(Note that, to compute the precision metric in our experiments, we use the 

information about the exact shape of the area to be explored, which is 

available for our experiments (see Section 3.3)). 

• Percentage of unresolved locations: as explained in Section 2.3.3, it is 

probable that some distance measurements cannot be made between two 

nodes. This metric refers to the percentage of locations whose coordinates 

could not be calculated due to missing distance measurements. 

• Reliability: this metric depicts how well the map drawn by the system 

represents the area explored, and also indicates how misleading the obtained 

map is.  

To calculate the reliability metric, first the term coverage in the context of the 

landscape mapping application will be defined. Coverage refers to the 

percentage of the surface of the planet that must be discovered by the system. 

To determine coverage, the planet is divided into non-overlapping squares of 

15 cm x 15 cm that cover its entire surface. It is counted how many of these 

squares are discovered by the system. The ratio between this value and the 

total number of squares is called the coverage of the map. The value of 15 cm 

was the chosen size of the sides of the squares, because with this value, 

locations that refer to the same node would be likely to be located inside the 

same square, due to the fact that the localization error is approximately 10 cm 
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with this system. Early experiments showed that some sections of the total 

area that can be explored were visited more often than others, and some 

sections were not visited at all. Coverage was introduced in order to evaluate 

how complete the exploration of the planet is.  

Obviously, coverage is desired to be as high as possible in order to obtain a 

better depiction of the explored area. The value of 65% coverage was selected 

as the minimum coverage value required for a map to be considered 

acceptable. Although this value may sound low, with 65% coverage, the maps 

obtained were still a quite good representation of the target explored area. 

Moreover, a tighter requirement for the coverage would have implied to ignore 

a high percentage of points of the design space from the exploration because 

they could not have met a higher coverage requirement. This is due to the fact 

that the movements of the cars pointed the most of the time to the same section 

of the target area. Therefore, even a longer experiment would have provided a 

set of evaluation points with roughly the same coverage of the area to explore 

as the experiment performed. 

Coverage alone is not enough to represent the reliability of the obtained map, 

since it does not assess the effect of locations that are outside the area that can 

be explored, which reduces the reliability of the system. Reliability is defined 

for the landscape mapping application as: 
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where eragecov represents the coverage of the map and the scatter factor term 

was introduced to take into account how scattered the locations inside the area 

that can be explored are relative to how scattered the locations outside the area 

that can be explored are. 

For each calculated location ( )iii yxp ,= , its weight iw  is calculated to 

represent how many other already computed locations are inside a square of 

10 cm centered on the location of
ip . 10 cm was chosen as the size of the 

squares employed to calculate the weight of a location since it corresponds to 

the accuracy of the system designed in this work. ∑ outsidelocationsw __  

represents the sum of all weights 
iw  for locations outside of the area that can 

be explored, outsidelocationstotal __  represents the total number of 

locations outside the area that can be explored, ∑ insidelocationsw __  

represents the sum of all weights iw  for locations inside of the area that can be 

explored, and insidelocationstotal __  represents the total number of 

locations inside the area that can be explored. The division of the summation 

of all iw by the total number of locations, will represent how scattered are the 
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locations calculated by the system. This value will be referred from now on as 

the density of locations inside and outside the area that can be explored, 

depending on whether the density was calculated for the locations that are 

inside the area that can be explored or the locations that are outside the area 

that can be explored respectively. The sets of locations outside and inside the 

area that can be explored are processed separately for the calculation of the 

densities.  The value obtained by dividing the density of locations inside the 

area that can be explored by the density of locations outside the area that can 

be explored, will constitute the scatter factor of the reliability metric. When 

two resulting maps with the same coverage are compared, the one whose ratio 

between the two densities is lower will indicate that locations outside the area 

that can be explored are closer together, compared to the locations inside the 

area that can be explored, than in the other system. Closer locations suggest 

that the existence of an obstacle is more likely than dispersed locations; the 

latter case is preferred for points outside since it indicates clearer that the 

points outside are erroneously located. Since the reliability is directly 

proportional to the scatter factor, it is desired to obtain a reliability value as 

high as possible.    

This is illustrated by Figure 2.8. The top part of the figure corresponds to an 

evaluation point P-1 whose reliability metric is 13.1, while the bottom part of 

the figure corresponds to an evaluation point P-2 whose reliability value is 

23.74. The red dots represent the beacons of the system, the blue dots 

represent the visited points by the surveyors, and the green lines represent the 

outer and internal polygon of the area to explore. As can be seen from the 

figure, the points of P-1 located outside the target area are closer to each other 

than the points of P-2 located outside the target area. Hence, in P-1 a denser 

cluster of points is observed on the map than in P-2. A dense cluster of points 

on a map may be interpreted as space visited by the surveyors. If the cluster is 

outside the target area, this reduces the reliability of the map. Therefore, the 

map obtained from P-2 provides a higher reliability than the map obtained 

from P-1.  
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Figure 2.8. Illustration of the practice of using the reliability metric for two evaluation points P-1 

and P-2 whose reliability metric value are 13.1 and 23.74 respectively. 

 

If two maps present the same ratio for the second term of the equation, the 

map with the higher coverage will provide a better representation of the area 

that can be explored and also will have a higher reliability value. 

• Latency: is defined as the time that it takes to get an acceptable visual 

impression of the map with the venusviewer tool. This is the visualization tool 

used to draw the explored area. It draws small squares to represent the visited 

points. It starts drawing the visited points of the first measurement, and later it 

continues measurement per measurement. At the end, it shows the entire set of 

visited points. ‘Acceptable visual impression of the map’ refers to coverage of 

the map of at least 65%.   

• Energy usage of the surveyor nodes: total energy spent by all nodes in the 

network. Since the energy spent by the nodes on calculations and 

communication is much smaller than the energy spent by the moving of the 

car, the latter will be the only energy usage that is taken into account for this 

metric. 
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• Lifetime of the network: this metric is defined as the time at which there are 

only three remaining nodes. With only three nodes, no new coordinates can be 

computed anymore.  

• Cost and hardware resources:  different mappings could require different 

costs in hardware platforms. For instance, if it is chosen to perform the data 

processing at the satellite, it could result in less expensive communication 

since only the outcome will be transmitted. This metric will be used to 

evaluate the costs and hardware resources of different solutions. 

• Scalability: this metric is introduced to evaluate the performance of the system 

when the size of the network increases (surveyor nodes). It is generally desired 

to design systems whose performance does not degrade as network size 

increases.  

2.7. Summary  

The Cricket platform is used in this project to perform the distance measurements. 

Cricket is an indoor location support system that can be used to determine symbolic 

positions and physical locations. Prior research has exploited the Cricket platform in 

localization applications. A modified version of the Cricket platform that emits the US 

pulse in a horizontal plane instead of in a vertical plane is used in this project. An 

analysis of the performance of distance measurements with this modification of the 

Cricket was performed, whose result indicates that the distance error obtained with it 

is within 7 cm. 

The initial attempt to solve the landscape mapping application presented a deficiency 

in its design that caused the system to stop receiving measurement data. Its exact 

cause is not certainly known. In addition, an analysis performed suggests that the 

measurement protocol of the initial system presents some drawbacks that could result 

in bad functioning of the system. 

This master thesis aims to design and implement a landscape mapping application 

using the Cricket platform. A trade-off exploration of the landscape mapping 

application is also presented in this thesis.  

For the trade-off exploration, the parameters that influence the performance of the 

system were grouped into four parameter groups. The first group includes parameters 

related to the system architecture. The second group includes parameters related to the 

mapping of tasks among the elements of the system architecture. The third group 

includes parameters related to the measurement protocol. The fourth group refers to 

data processing task variations, such as data filters and coordinate computation 

algorithms. Quality metrics of the system include, among others, speed of the map 

drawing, accuracy of the map, and energy used by the crickets during the application. 

Research to evaluate trade-offs on Wireless Sensor Networks has been performed 

mostly by simulation, which differs to the work presented in this document where the 

trade-off analysis is performed on a real system. 
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3. Design Space Exploration Approach 

This chapter presents the trade-off exploration approach proposed for the landscape 

mapping application. First, it presents each parameter to be explored together with a 

hypothesis of its expected influence on the system in terms of trade-offs. Then, it 

explains how the experimental setup was built. Finally, it shows the methodology 

followed to explore the design space in order to evaluate the desired trade-offs 

presented at the beginning of this chapter.  

As explained in Section 2.6, the parameters of the system can be grouped as 

parameters related to the system architecture, to the task mapping, to the measurement 

protocol, or to the data processing task. For the scope of this project, the parameters 

whose influence on the system will be evaluated are related only to the measurement 

protocol and to the data processing task. It is worthy to remark that the analysis 

presented in this chapter is based on hypotheses which will be validated in Chapter 5. 

3.1. Trade-offs to be Explored Related to the Measurement Protocol 

Choosing suitable values for each parameter of the measurement protocol proved to 

be a relevant parameter of the landscape mapping application to be explored. As will 

be shown in Chapter 5, the parameters of the measurement protocol did influence the 

performance of the system. In the following, the specific parameters to be explored 

related to the measurement protocol are mentioned together with a hypothesis of their 

expected impact on the performance of the system in terms of trade-offs between the 

quality metrics. 

3.1.1. Number of measurements taken per location 

The analysis of the performance of distance measurements with Crickets in Section 

2.3.3 suggests that this parameter is worthy to explore. Crickets make it likely to get 

erroneous distance or no distance values while measuring, depending on the angle 

between the ultrasound sender and receiver.  

As more attempts are performed to measure the distance from the same location, it is 

more likely that a distance value is obtained, and that the value obtained is accurate. 

Therefore, by increasing the value of this parameter the percentage of unresolved 

locations would decrease; the precision and reliability metrics would increase. 

However, the latency of the system will increase due to the longer time used for each 

measurement. 

3.1.2. Number of nodes set to move by each ‘MOVE’ command 

The trade-off expected by modifying this parameter can be summarized as follows. If 

more cars move with each ‘MOVE’ command, the area could be explored in a shorter 

time. In other words, the latency of the process would decrease. This would occur at 

the expense of more energy spent during the map drawing process, since more cars 

move together. Also, it would result on fewer options for error correction through 

correlating data between consecutive measurements, which adversely effects metrics 

like unresolved locations and potentially precision. 
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3.1.3. Moving time of the cars at each ‘MOVE’ command 

If the time that a car moves increases, they will travel longer distances at each 

‘MOVE’ command and thus the area could be discovered in a shorter amount of time. 

Thus, the latency could potentially decrease. However, it may result in more energy 

usage of the Crickets during the entire map drawing process, since they consume 

more energy when travelling for longer distances. It is expected that, when cars drive 

‘too long’, the latency is not further decreased and energy dissipation is unnecessarily 

large. 

3.2. Trade-offs to be Explored Related to Data Processing 

Localization algorithms and data filtering techniques related to localization 

applications have been broadly studied and explored in the context of Wireless Sensor 

Networks. Hence, it was decided to explore them in the design space exploration of 

the landscape mapping application. In the following, the specific parameters to be 

explored related to the data processing task are mentioned together with a hypothesis 

of their expected impact on the performance of the system in terms of trade-off 

between quality metrics.  

3.2.1. Algorithm used to determine the coordinates of a node 

To estimate the coordinates of a node in a two dimensional space, distances to at least 

three reference nodes are required. As explained in Section 2.3.3, it may be possible 

that a distance value is not obtained when measuring it with the Cricket platform. 

Therefore, it is probable that the percentage of unresolved node locations is greater 

than 0%. 

By modifying the algorithm that is used to determine the coordinates of a node, the 

trade-off between the coordinate computation algorithm and the percentage of 

unresolved nodes, the precision and reliability of the obtained map is explored. 

Suppose there is a reference algorithm to perform the coordinate computation. If an 

algorithm that performs a more complex computation than the reference algorithm is 

used, then it may occur that the percentage of unresolved nodes is decreased. 

Moreover, the precision and reliability of the system could increase. Nevertheless, it 

may also be possible that some new resolved locations decrease the precision of the 

system if their distances are not accurate.  

The ideas above inspired the design of two extensions to the trilateration algorithm. 

The three algorithms that were used in the trade-off exploration are explained in the 

following. 

• A-1: Trilateration.  

This is the reference algorithm used for the landscape mapping application. It was 

explained in Section 2.2. For each measurement, it calculates the coordinates of 

the nodes allowed to move, taking as reference nodes the three nodes not allowed 

to be moved by the application. The reference coordinate system is determined by 

the three non-moving nodes. When at least one of the distances between a node 

and one of the beacons is not known, the node can not be located. When it occurs, 
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the node is assigned the coordinates (0,0). The same holds for the algorithms 

explained below. 

• A-2: Iterative trilateration.   

The idea behind this algorithm for each measurement is as follows. The algorithm 

starts using trilateration (A-1) as the main primitive to estimate locations in the 

landscape mapping application. The reference coordinate system is again 

determined by the three non-moving nodes. After trilateration is performed, it 

checks whether there are unresolved nodes. For each unresolved node 
ip  it finds, 

the algorithm checks whether there are three resolved nodes '

2

'

1 , bb and '

3b that 

could be used to resolve ip  through trilateration. To achieve this, it is required that 

the distances between each pair of the three nodes '

2

'

1 , bb and '

3b  are known, and 

the distance between ip  and the '

2

'

1 , bb and '

3b nodes are also known. The nodes 

'

2

'

1 , bb and '

3b  determine a new relative coordinate system, in which the 

unresolved node is located. After
ip  is located in the newly created coordinate 

system, the coordinate values of '

2

'

1 , bb and '

3b  in the reference coordinate system 

and in the newly created relative coordinate system are used to transform the 

obtained coordinate value for ip  to the reference coordinate system. Rotation, 

flipping and translation are performed for the coordinate transformation [21].  The 

selection of the triplet of nodes to resolve a node ip  with this algorithm was done 

following the sorting order of the nodes at the acquisition node and mMIPS. After 

the node is resolved, the algorithm fills distance elements that were empty before 

on the distance matrix, exploiting the newly computed coordinate.  

• A-3: Concurrent trilateration. 

This algorithm uses trilateration as its main primitive as well. This concurrent 

extension makes a selection of coordinate assignments for an unresolved node ip  

based on distance error of the calculated coordinates of ip . Distance error for a 

node ip  is defined as: 

∑
=

−=
3,2,1

ˆ

j

ijiji dde    (7) 

where ijd is the measured distance between nodes i and j , jiij xxd ˆˆˆ −=   is the 

estimated distance between nodes i and j , calculated as the Euclidian distance 

between the estimated coordinates (by the algorithm) of nodes i and j , 
ix̂   and  

jx̂  respectively. j  represents each of the nodes that were used as beacons to 

compute ip . 

After trilateration is performed, the algorithm checks whether there are unresolved 

nodes. For each unresolved node ip  it finds, the algorithm checks all possible sets 

of three resolved nodes '

2

'

1 , bb and '

3b  that could be used to resolve ip  through 
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trilateration. In order to be able to apply trilateration, it is required that the 

distances between each pair of the three nodes are known, and the distance 

between 
ip  and the other three nodes are also known. A set of coordinate values 

for 
ip are determined for each of the sets of three resolved nodes found iteratively, 

and distance error values 
ie  for each computed 

ip  are calculated. The coordinate 

value 
ip  determined with lowest distance error 

ie  from the set of computed 

coordinate values will be the outcome of the iteration, and the assigned coordinate 

value for the location. The selected coordinate assignment for 
ip  is transformed to 

the reference coordinate system by rotation, flipping and/or translation. After a 

coordinate assignment is chosen, the algorithm fills distance elements on the 

distance matrix related to the new resolved node that was empty before.  

Hypothesis: 

A-1 is the simplest among the three alternatives. Therefore, it is likely to provide the 

highest percentage of unresolved locations. A-2 and A-3 were designed to decrease 

the percentage of unresolved nodes. A-2 determines only one coordinate assignment 

for each unresolved node, while A-3 selects a coordinate assignment from all possible 

assignments found, based on the lowest distance error criterion. Thus, with A-3 a 

higher precision could be obtained than with A-2.  

3.2.2. Data filters 

By performing data filtering before and after the coordinate computation, the 

performance of the system can be improved in terms of its precision. For instance, if a 

filter that removes estimated coordinates that are qualified as erroneous by the filter is 

implemented, this would increase the precision and reliability of the system, although 

it may need a longer time to achieve the required coverage, thus, worsening the  

latency of the system.  

Another filter that can be implemented can compare consecutive coordinates of nodes 

that did not move, and could discard one of them or average them, according to preset 

criteria. This would increase the precision of the system and depending on its design 

may increase the percentage of unresolved locations. Filters could also be designed to 

adjust the distance measurements before the coordinate computation in order to 

improve the precision of the system. When the filter is performed before the 

coordinate computation it will be referred to as a pre-filter. If a filter is performed 

after the coordinate computation it will be referred to as a post-filter. 

The exploration of this parameter was done with the following filters: 

• F-1: Triangular enforcement. This is a pre-filter based on the work 

presented in [20]. It attempts to discard distance measurements when a certain 

level of error is detected. Therefore, it could increase the percentage of 

unresolved nodes while improving the quality of the obtained map.  

The operation of the filter is as follows. Given any two nodes i and j , the 

relation kjikij ddd +≤  for any node k  if both ikd  and kjd  exist. 

If ε++> kjikij ddd , where ε  is a number that represents the noise level of the 
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measurement data, it is chosen to ignore the connection between i and j  by 

setting it to zero.  

To determine a suitable value for ε  in order to obtain quality improvements 

when using the filter, an analysis of measurement data acquired from the 

landscape mapping application was performed. The analysis performed 

assumed a pre-knowledge of the real distances that were measured. Hence, the 

results obtained are not applicable to arbitrary distance values. This is a 

limitation of the filter for a real deployment of the application. Distance values 

above 300 cm, which indicated big errors since the longest distance to be 

measured was roughly 150 cm, suggested that a value of  ε  greater than 7 was 

required. Moreover, manual analysis on measurement data indicated that a 

value lower than zero was not suitable for ε  since it would discard 

measurements with error in the allowed 7 cm range. To validate the 

functioning of the triangular filter, and to support the selection of the value 

ofε  together with the analysis made manually over the measurement data, an 

experiment was performed where ε  was varied.   

‘Zero’ was taken as the starting value, and was increased in steps of 5 until the 

performance of the system did not change (value of fifty). In a similar manner, 

starting with zero, the ε  value was decreased in steps of 5. It was observed 

that by decreasing its value, the performance of the system was worsened. At a 

value of -20, the experiment was stopped. Hence, the range for ε  for which 

the filter was evaluated was from -20 to 50, in steps of values of 5. 

Parameter Precision 
% 

locations 
outside 

% 
unresolved 
locations 

NO 
TRIAN. 

73,75% 1,60% 24,65% 

-20 0,60% 7,65% 91,75% 

-10 13,85% 13,20% 72,95% 

-5 33,85% 10,05% 56,10% 

0 54,25% 4,70% 41,05% 

5 67,25% 1,85% 30,90% 

10 71,25% 1,50% 27,25% 

15 72,60% 1,15% 26,25% 

20 72,85% 1,20% 25,95% 

25 73,05% 1,25% 25,70% 

30 73,40% 1,00% 25,60% 

35 73,40% 1,05% 25,55% 

40 73,60% 0,90% 25,50% 

45 73,60% 0,90% 25,50% 

50 73,60% 0,90% 25,50% 

Table 3.1. Results of the experiment performed to determine the parameter of the triangular 

enforcement pre-filter. 

The results of the experiment are shown in Table 3.1. The first row shows the 

results when no triangular filter was implemented. From the second row on, 

the value of the parameter ε  and the performance of the system with it are 
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shown. Results confirmed that a value above 7 for ε  reduced the percentage 

of locations outside the target area. This came at the expense of a reduced 

precision and increased percentage of unresolved locations. Values for ε  

below 7 worsened the quality of the map by increasing the percentage of 

locations outside the target area. Values of 40 and higher provided the same 

performance of the system, providing the lowest percentage of locations 

outside the allowed area, with the highest precision (when triangular filter is 

implemented although a bit lower than ) and a small increase in the percentage 

of unresolved locations compared to the performance without triangular 

enforcement filter. The lowest value, which is 40, was chosen as the parameter 

of the triangular enforcement filter. Although for the experiment shown in 

Table 3.1 the improvement of the precision and percentage of unresolved 

locations does not seem to be very high, results shown later in Chapter 5  

exhibit the usefulness of this filter. 

• F-2: Consecutive measurements filter. This pre-filter was designed to take 

advantage of information between consecutive measurements in order to 

improve the quality of the system. For two arbitrary nodes i and j , the filter 

checks whether none of the two nodes moved between the two consecutive 

measurements. If none moved, the distance value ijd  between nodes i and j  of 

the current measurement (the measurement that exploits the filter) is chosen to 

be the lowest non-zero value of the two ijd  values of both measurements if the 

value was measured. The lowest non-zero value represents the smallest 

number of reflections of the US pulse and is therefore the most accurate value 

from all measurements of a same distance value. In this way, the system can 

increase the quality of the system while requiring an additional computational 

block. This filter does not apply for evaluation points of the design space 

where all cars move.  

• F-3: Distance checking filter. This is a post-filter. The idea behind it is to 

calculate for each node the distance between the locations of the current 

measurement and the previous measurement. If the distance between the two 

consecutive measurements is smaller than, or the same to the saved 

accumulated distance, then the distance count is set to zero, and no action is 

performed on the location of the current measurement. The current location 

will be the previously saved measurement. If the two consecutive locations of 

a node are at a distance further than they should be (according to the 

accumulated distance for the node), the location of the node in the current 

measurement takes the previously saved value, and the saved accumulated 

distance is increased. Keeping track of the accumulated distance of each node 

and the last saved coordinate value is called the moving history of a node. 

According to the moving history of the node it performs a specified action. 

The detailed functioning of the filter is summarized as follows: 

o Initially the accumulated distance for each node is set to zero. 

o If a node did not move between the consecutive measurements: 

� If the distance between the locations of the two consecutive 

measurements for that node is greater than 10 plus the 
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accumulated distance, then the coordinate of the node of the 

current measurement takes the coordinate value of previously 

saved measurement. The value of 10 cm was chosen as the 

maximum allowed distance because this value is the maximum 

allowed location error of the system as explained in Section 

2.6.2.  

� If the distance between the locations of the two consecutive 

measurements for that node is at most 10 cm, the accumulated 

distance is set to zero, and no action is performed on the 

location of the current measurement.  

o If a node did move between the consecutive measurements: 

� If the distance between the locations of the two consecutive 

measurements for that node is greater than 20 cm plus the 

accumulated distance, the location of the node is set to the 

previously saved value, and the accumulated distance is 

increased by 20 cm. The value of 20 cm was used when the 

moving time was two seconds and 30 cm when the moving 

time was four seconds. These two values represent the 

maximum distance travelled by the cars when travelling in a 

straight line. This selection is supported in Section 3.4.  

� If the distance between the locations of the two consecutive 

measurements for that node is smaller than 20 cm plus the 

accumulated distance, the accumulated distance is set to zero, 

and no action is performed on the location of the current 

measurement. 

3.2.3. Related work 

In Section 1.2 localization algorithms were classified as anchor-based or anchor-free 

algorithms. Another classification of localization algorithms is based on whether they 

are incremental or concurrent. Incremental algorithms usually start with a core of 

three nodes with assigned coordinates. Then they repeatedly add nodes to this set by 

computing coordinates of new nodes based on distance measurements to the starting 

set of nodes. A drawback of incremental algorithms is that they propagate 

measurement errors, which results in poor overall coordinate assignments. In 

concurrent algorithms, all nodes calculate and refine their coordinate information in 

parallel. Some of these algorithms use an iterative optimization scheme that reduces 

the difference between measured distances and the calculated distances based on 

current coordinate estimates [10][11]. This section discusses some of these algorithms 

and relates them to the algorithms and filters presented in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 

The ABC algorithm is an incremental algorithm that does not use anchor nodes [13]. 

ABC first selects three in-range nodes and assigns them coordinates to satisfy the 

inter-node distances, and then incrementally calculates the coordinates of nodes using 

the distances to the three nodes whose coordinates have already been calculated. This 

incremental scheme results in error propagation. The authors report that with 5% error 

in the distance measurements, ABC results in about 60% average location error when 
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more than three anchor nodes are used in a 35 size network. The implementation of 

the ABC algorithm is very similar to the implementation of the trilateration (A-1) on 

the landscape mapping application. The main difference is that the ABC algorithm 

was implemented for 3-D while the landscape mapping application requires 

coordinates to be determined in 2-D, and nodes were not allowed to move in the 

experiment performed to evaluate the ABC algorithm. The location error for the 

landscape mapping application was measured to be close to 5% of the maximum 

distance (7cm error for a maximum of 150 cm distance), and resulted in precision 

values higher than 60% reaching values up to 89%. 

The Terrain algorithm, which is an anchor-based algorithm, builds on ABC [13]. Each 

anchor starts with the ABC algorithm. Using the coordinates assigned from ABC, 

each node calculates the distances to at least three anchors. Then, each node performs 

a concurrent optimization using the distances to the anchors and the anchor 

coordinates. The goal is to find a set of coordinates to all nodes that minimizes the 

distance error of all nodes. The authors report a location error of 25% (actual offset of 

the node location from the true location) with a 5% range error. They also mention 

that the location errors show a high variance and may diverge during the optimization 

phase. This work is an example of a concurrent localization algorithm that exploits a 

minimum mean square estimate algorithm to reduce the distance errors of the 

computed coordinates. The concurrent algorithm developed in this thesis (A-3) uses 

distance errors of the computed coordinates to select the best assignment of 

coordinates from the available possibilities, but in order to minimize the distance error 

of a single node in contrast to the distance error of the whole network as done in [13].  

An anchor-based collaborative multilateration algorithm is described in [15]. Here, a 

node solves a set of over-constrained equations relating the distances among a set of 

anchors and a set of non-anchor nodes (including itself). For a sample graph of 300 

nodes, the algorithm needs about 30 (10%) anchor nodes to calculate the location of 

the other nodes. Iterative multilateration produces node position errors within 20 cm 

of a node’s actual positions, when the range error is small (2 cm, Gaussian-

distributed). The work performed an experiment in which a set of 50 nodes, each with 

a range of 3 meters, were deployed in a square grid of 15 m × 15 m, and with 10% of 

the nodes being anchors. The work performed in [15] exploited a multi-hop network, 

in contrast to the landscape mapping application which is a single-hope network. [15] 

motivated the inclusion of the percentage of unresolved locations metric and the 

design of the algorithm A-2 for the landscape mapping application. The algorithm A-2 

is quite similar to the iterative multilateration described in [15]: they both resolve 

nodes as there are three nodes that satisfy the trilateration requirement for the 

unresolved node. Then, the newly resolved node makes part of the set of available 

beacon nodes.  

In [20] a distributed sequential localization process which is tightly integrated with a 

robotic sensor is presented. They compared a distributed sequential localization 

scheme with five existing localization algorithms, both through simulations and 

through repeated runs on a mote test bed. Results show that the distributed sequential 

localization algorithm produces similar results to state-of-the-art centralized 

localization algorithms. Experiments also show that pre- and post-processing plays an 

important role in getting good localization results for all localization algorithms. An 

interesting small set of pre and post processing filters relevant to localization 
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applications is presented in [20]. The pre-filters symmetric (which will be introduced 

in Section 4.2.3) and triangular enforcement implemented in the landscape mapping 

application were based on the results of this work.  

3.3. Deployment Issues 

Figure 3.1 illustrates how the real implementation of the landscape mapping 

application was made. The area to explore was demarcated by books as the figure 

shows. The field had the shape of a pentagon with an interior obstacle with the shape 

of a square. It is believed that a pentagon shape for the outer border or the target area 

will provide an impression of how well the system represented the area, more than if a 

simpler shape such as a square had been used. The dimensions of the outer border of 

the field were chosen to be maximum 1.5 meters for each section of the perimeter. In 

addition, the maximum desired distance between nodes was chosen to be roughly 1.5 

meters. The selection was based on the performance of the distance measurements 

with the Crickets. The dimensions of the interior border of the areas were chosen to be 

roughly 50 cm. The selection of this value was based on the accuracy of the reference 

technique to compute the coordinates. The reference technique for the coordinate 

computation is trilateration. As explained in Section 2.3.3, the accuracy of the system 

with trilateration is 10 cm. Therefore, dimensions bigger that 20 cm were desired, and 

50 cm was the chosen value. The exact dimensions of the field are shown in Appendix 

A of this document. They were used to compute the precision metric of the system. 

 

Figure 3.1. Implementation of the field for the landscape mapping application. 

A total of seven Crickets were used to gather the distance measurements. Three of 

them were manually selected as non-moving nodes. The other four were randomly 

placed in the area to explore.  

The three nodes that were selected as the non-moving nodes will act as the reference 

nodes for the coordinate computation. Suitable placement of them influences the 

success of location systems [9][15]. For localization in two dimensions using three 

reference nodes, it is required that the three reference nodes are not collinear. In this 

project, they were manually placed in such a way that they form a triangle. Moreover, 
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they were placed on the outer border of the area to explore. In the Appendix A, the 

locations of the three non-moving (fixed) nodes in the relative coordinate system that 

they define are also shown. In a real deployment, an algorithm to select the reference 

nodes needs to be developed. 

The distances between the three reference nodes are necessary to apply the 

trilateration technique, since these nodes define the reference coordinate system 

within which surveyors will be located [8][23]. Experiments to measure these three 

distances indicated that in order to obtain them, it was highly advisable to place the 

three non-moving nodes at an elevated level. Therefore, Figure 3.1 shows that the 

three non-moving nodes, which are highlighted by green circles, are placed higher 

than the moving nodes. The explanation of this behavior is that when the non moving 

nodes were located at the height of only one book, the ultrasound signals reflected on 

the surface, travelling through a longer path to reach the desired receiver. This 

resulted often in no data values obtained for the distances of at least one non-moving 

node to another non-moving node, or in inaccurate values for one of the distances. In 

a real system, care has to be taken to develop the surveyors in such a way that 

communication between nodes is not hindered by reflections.  

3.4. Gathering of Experimental Data 

The reference system, which is described in Chapter 4, assigns to the satellite the task 

of controlling the measurement protocol. The satellite saves the data collected, which 

allows offline analysis of the gathered data. This allows the evaluation of multiple 

parameter settings with one physical experiment. Moreover, it enables the evaluation 

of different algorithms to compute coordinates using a single physical experiment. 

The experiments that are simulated offline will be referred to from now on as derived 

experiments. 

Two physical experiments were performed on the field that emulated the area to 

explore. The only parameter that was changed in these experiments was the ‘moving 

time of the cars at each move command’. The first experiment used a value of two 

seconds for the parameter, and the second experiment used a value of four seconds for 

this parameter. With two seconds the cars moved a distance of up to 20 cm when 

travelling in a straight line. However, frequently they moved shorter effective 

distances because the movements were circular and/or back and forth. By effective 

distance it is meant the distance between the start and end point of the movement of a 

car. With four seconds the cars moved a distance of roughly 30 cm. These two values 

were chosen as moving time to represent a short and a longer displacement of the 

cars.   

For each physical experiment, the mMIPS requested, between each move request, five 

measurements at each location. Moreover, only one car is requested to move on each 

move request. The protocol selects one surveyor at a time from the allowed surveyors 

to move, at each time a move request is going to be sent. This is done in a round-robin 

fashion. 

As explained before, five measurements were taken at each location. In order to 

evaluate, using one physical experiment, the effect of the parameter ‘number of 

measurements taken per location’, the performance of the system was evaluated by 

taking for each distance value between two arbitrary nodes: 
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• The lowest non-zero distance value from the five measurements taken at the 

same location. This is equivalent to evaluate the performance of the physical 

experiment. The reference system, explained in Chapter 4, uses this value for 

the parameter ‘number of measurements taken per location’. 

• The lowest non-zero distance value of the three first measurements. This is a 

derived experiment. 

The lowest non-zero value is an appropriate choice to represent the distance between 

two objects in this system. The lowest non-zero value represents the smallest number 

of reflections of the US pulse and is therefore the most accurate value from all 

measurements of a same distance value. When the distance can not be measured, the 

distance value obtained is zero. However, a value of zero is ignored for the selection 

of the lowest distance value.  As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, a previous study that 

used Cricket v1 claimed that the mode value is a good representation for a set of 

measurements. However, the same study suggested that it may be likely that a mode 

value does not exist when five or fewer measurements are taken as was decided for 

this work.  

Five was the maximum value chosen for the parameter ‘number of measurements 

taken per location’ since experimental data taken with the landscape mapping 

application showed that above this value no more advantages were obtained in terms 

of the quality metrics of the system. The value of one was taken as the lowest value 

for this parameter. Three, which is the value in the middle, was taken as another 

option. Nevertheless, experimental data taken to evaluate the performance of the 

system with these three values of the parameter ‘number of measurements taken per 

location’ suggested that it was not worthy to evaluate the system with the value of 

one, since the performance of the system became low compared to the performance of 

the system with a value of three or five for this parameter.  

In order to evaluate the effect of the parameter ‘number of nodes set to move by each 

move command’ with a single physical experiment, the performance of the system 

was evaluated by: 

• Evaluating the performance of the system with all data collected by the 

physical experiment. This is equivalent to moving only one car at a time.  

• Simulating the scenario where two out of the four cars were set to move 

together at each ‘MOVE’ request. This derived experiment is achieved by 

ignoring the first five out of each ten consecutive measurements from the log 

file.  

• Simulating the scenario where the four cars were set to move together at each 

‘MOVE’ request. This derived experiment is achieved by ignoring the first 

fifteen out of each twenty consecutive measurements from the log file.  

The value of four for the parameter ‘number of nodes set to move by each MOVE 

command’ was selected since it is the maximum value for this parameter. One was 

also selected since it is the lowest value for this parameter. Two is a value in the 

middle of the two previously selected values. 
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After gathering all data, the performance of the system is evaluated by three 

localization algorithms. First, performance is evaluated using the trilateration 

algorithm A-1, and secondly, using the two extensions of the trilateration algorithm 

designed in this work, A-2 and A-3. Furthermore, each of the algorithms is evaluated 

by: 

• Performing no post-filter 

o Performing no pre-filter 

o Performing the triangular enforcement pre-filter F-1 

o Performing the consecutive measurements pre-filter F-2 

o Performing the F-1 and F-2 pre-filters 

• Performing the distance checking post-filter F-3 

o Performing no pre-filter 

o Performing the triangular enforcement pre-filter F-1 

o Performing the consecutive measurements pre-filter F-2 

o Performing the F-1 and F-2 pre-filters 

Table 3.2 summarizes all the parameters to be modified while exploring the design 

space of the landscape mapping application through the derived experiments. For each 

parameter, the number of alternatives and the values to be evaluated are shown. In the 

case of the parameters related to the data processing task, the abbreviations introduced 

in Section 3.2.1 are used. The space is explored with two physical experiments: one 

allowing cars to move for two seconds and another experiment allowing cars to move 

for four seconds. Varying all parameters summarized in Table 3.1 results in 144 

evaluation points for each of the two physical experiments. So, a total of 288 derived 

experiments could be performed based on the two physical ones. Nevertheless, since 

the consecutive measurements pre-filter F-2 does not apply when all four cars are set 

to move, the effective number of experiments that can be performed are 240. 

Parameter 
Number of 
alternatives 

Values of alternatives 

Number of meas. 
per location 

2 3, 5 

Number of cars set 
to move 

3 1, 2, 4 

Localization 
Algorithm 

3 A-1, A-2, A-3 

Data filters 8 
No filtering, 

F-1, F-2, F-1-F-2, F-3, F-1-F-3, F-2-F-3, 
F-1-F-2-F-3 

Table 3.2. Summary of the experiments to be performed. 
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3.5. Summary 

The parameters of the system that influence the landscape mapping application were 

discussed in this chapter. Their impact on the system was explained in terms of the 

quality metrics of the system. Relevant issues about the deployment and data 

gathering of the system were presented. The path to be followed to explore the trade-

offs between system parameters and quality metrics of the system was presented in 

detail. 
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4. Reference System 

This chapter describes the reference system for solving the landscape mapping 

application. The difference with the initial system, as described in Section 2.5, is that 

it produces a map of the planet without halting at some random point in time. First, 

the design decisions that motivated this new design are explained. These decisions are 

based on the analysis performed in Chapter 2 about the deficiencies of the initial 

system. Next, the functioning of each element of the system is described. Finally, the 

performance of the reference system is discussed.  

4.1. Design Decisions 

In Section 2.5, the initial system was described. The first aspect of the initial system 

that was desired to be modified was the concept of the discovery phase. As previously 

mentioned, it might fit well with this application if suitably designed. Nevertheless, in 

a real implementation the number of surveyor nodes that is deployed is known in 

advance. Therefore, it seems logical to build a table offline that assigns a system ID to 

each surveyor node to be dropped onto the planet. So, only a measurement phase is 

required in the reference system.  This table must be saved by all surveyor nodes and 

also by the acquisition node and is uploaded to the nodes before deployment. The 

surveyor nodes read the table at start-up. Hence, when a surveyor node reboots during 

the execution of the application it can continue participating in the measurement 

procedure, in contrast to what could occur in the initial system. In this initial system, 

the node would have lost its system ID and stop participating in the system. 

Another relevant aspect that was modified in the design of the reference system was 

the selection of the beacons. In the initial system, they were chosen by software in the 

satellite. The three beacons were chosen as the three nodes which were at the furthest 

distance among all the available surveyors in the initial system. This was done in 

order to guarantee an acceptable placement of beacon nodes. As explained previously, 

suitable placement of the beacons impacts the quality of the location system. 

Therefore, it was decided for the reference system to select and place the three 

beacons (non moving nodes) manually in order to avoid the risk of selecting non-

suitable nodes as beacons. The correctness of the distance measurement among the 

three beacons was checked for the first measurement, in order to ensure a correct 

reference coordinate system for the application. The idea of manual selection and 

placement of the beacons is far from reality in a real deployment of the landscape 

mapping application. Hence, this is a limitation of the reference system which allowed 

however to execute different evaluations of the functioning of the system by 

modifying sets of parameters.  

In the initial system, the surveyors that were not selected as beacons were set to move 

together with the same move command. In the reference system, they were set to 

move one by one in a round-robin fashion. This was done in order to perform multiple 

derived experiments from one physical, as is explained in Section 3.4.  

In the initial system, 20 measurements were taken at the same location by each 

surveyor. The resulting distance measurement provided by each surveyor at each 
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location was the average of the 20 measurements. For the reference system, only five 

measurements were taken at the same location. The reason is that analysis of the data 

collected by the system suggested that with this number of measurements it was likely 

to obtain a good representation of the distance estimate. Averaging the measurements 

was not a good idea since errors could still be added to the measurements. In the 

reference system the lowest value from the different distance measurements was 

selected as the resulting distance measurement instead. Moreover, the different 

measurements were saved in the satellite instead of on the surveyors. In this way, it is 

possible to analyze the collected data and to apply different filters on the measurement 

data. This makes it also possible to perform derived experiments. 

In the initial system, the distance between the acquisition node and the surveyors were 

measured. In a real scenario of the application, this distance will not be required and 

can not be measured (unless the acquisition node is one of the surveyor nodes). 

Therefore, the reference system does not perform distance measurements between the 

acquisition node and the surveyors. This design decision simplified the functioning of 

the acquisition node considerably. Moreover, it enabled the design of a new finite 

state machine for the acquisition node which is more straightforward than the one 

used in the initial system.  

Although the design of the initial system was highly modified, design decisions from 

the initial system that were considered reasonable were kept in the reference system. 

For example, the system architecture was unmodified and the task mapping, as 

explained in Section 4.2, was only modified slightly. 

For the analysis of the initial system, as performed in Section 2.5, only the code of the 

initial system was available as a starting point. An intensive analysis of the initial 

system was performed in order to derive the finite state machines of the acquisition 

and surveyor nodes of the initial system. The results of the analysis did provide 

support for the design of the reference system. However, for the reference system a 

new design starting at the application level was performed instead of a modification of 

the initial system. An analysis of the desired functioning of the application served as a 

starting point for this design. The functioning of the system at the application level 

was visualized by means of a finite state machine, which will be followed by the 

mMIPS. Later, the finite states machines that guide the functioning of the acquisition 

and surveyor nodes were designed. Then, the code to be run on the satellite was 

designed and implemented. These state machines are discussed in the next section. 

4.2. System Overview 

This section describes the functioning of each of the elements that form the system 

architecture of the reference system. The description starts with the application level 

functionality, and continues with the description of the satellite, surveyor nodes, and 

earth station. 

The task mapping in the reference system was done the same way as it was done in 

the initial system. The only difference is that the filtering of the distance measurement 

data in the reference system is performed only at the earth station, in contrast to the 

initial system, where surveyors also performed some filtering of measurement data. 

The main difference between the two systems is related to their functionality and 

implementation. 
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4.2.1. Satellite 

The explanation of the functioning of the satellite will be split into the functioning of 

its two component elements: the mMIPS and the acquisition node. 

• mMIPS 

The mMIPS is, as explained before, the element of the system in charge of the 

measurement protocol task. To achieve this, it sends several commands to the 

acquisition node. The set of commands sent to the acquisition node by the mMIPS are 

listed in Table 4.1. These commands are passed to the acquisition node through the 

serial port of the Cricket that emulates the acquisition node. 

Command Description 

 C-RS Reset command to start the application. Indicates the acquisition node to go to its initial state 

and to clear measurement data. 

C-MR Measurement request command. It is sent to the acquisition node to request sending a 

measurement request message to all surveyors. 

C-DR Data request command. It is sent to the acquisition node to request sending a data request 

message to all surveyors. 

C-DP Data passing command. It is sent to the acquisition node to request forwarding the collected 

data from the surveyors to the mMIPS. 

C-MN Set moving node ID. It is sent to the acquisition node to inform it about the ID of the node(s) 

desired to move with the next move request. The system ID of the node(s) desired to move has 

(have) to be passed with the command. 

C-MV Move request command. It is sent to the acquisition node to request sending a move request 

message to the surveyors. 

Table 4.1. Set of available commands of the mMIPS processor on the reference system. 

The functioning of the measurement protocol, which is controlled by the mMIPS, is 

illustrated by the state machine shown in Figure 4.1. At start-up, the mMIPS sends a 

C-RS command to the acquisition node, indicating to it to clear the measurement data. 

The acquisition node sends an acknowledgement to the mMIPS. Immediately after 

receiving this acknowledgement, the mMIPs sends a C-MR command to the 

acquisition node and goes to the MEASURING state. It also starts a counter to keep 

track of the number of measurements taken at a location. The mMIPS will stay in the 

MEASURING state until it receives an acknowledgement from the acquisition node 

indicating that the measurement has finished. Then, the mMIPS sends a C-DR 

command to the acquisition node and goes to the GETTING_DATA state. When it 

receives a message from the acquisition node indicating that data was already 

collected, it sends a C-DP command to the acquisition node and then it receives all 
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measurement data from the acquisition node. After the data is received by the mMIPS, 

the mMIPS checks the value of the counter. If the counter value is lower than five, the 

mMIPS sends another C-MR command to the acquisition node to request a new 

measurement at the same location and increases the counter. This is done until the 

counter reaches a value of five, which is the desired number of measurements to be 

done at a same location, as explained in Section 3.4. When the value of the counter 

reaches a value of five, the mMIPS selects one of the moving node’s ID and sends it 

to the acquisition node together with the C-MN command. The selection of the 

moving node is done in a round-robin fashion, starting with the moving node with the 

lowest system ID. Then, the mMIPS sends the C-MV command to the acquisition 

node and moves to the MOVING state. When the acquisition node sends the 

acknowledgment to the mMIPS indicating that moving has finished, the mMIPS 

moves back to the MEASURING state and sets the counter value to one. Then, the 

mMIPS sends to the earth all the collected measurement data. The measurement 

protocol is performed continuously in this way. 
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Figure 4.1. Finite state machine of the mMIPS in the reference system. 

• Acquisition node 

The functioning of the acquisition node is described by the finite state machine 

illustrated by Figure 4.2. As can be seen from the figure, it contains only four states as 

compared to the finite state machine of the acquisition node in the initial system 

which contains 8 states. The reduction of the number of states is due to the 

elimination of the discovery phase and the elimination of the distance measurements 

between the acquisition and the surveyor nodes. As stated before, instead of 

attempting to modify the FSM of the acquisition node in the initial system, it was 

designed based on the desired application functionality which is illustrated in Figure 

4.1.  
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Figure 4.2. Finite state machine of the acquisition node in the reference system. 

STATES: The states of the finite state machine of the acquisition node in the 

reference system are: 

• SELECT: this is the initial state of the acquisition node. When the acquisition 

node receives a command from the mMIPS, it moves to another state 

depending on the command received. While being in the other state it will 

perform an action and when it finishes, it will come back to the SELECT state. 

It will remain in the SELECT state until another command from the mMIPS is 

received. 

• MEASURING: this state is reached by the acquisition node when a C-MR is 

received from the mMIPS. The acquisition node will remain in the 

MEASURING state until it sent a measure request message to each of the 

surveyors. When this is finished, it will move to the SELECT state. 

• GETTING_DATA: this state is reached by the acquisition node when a C-DR 

is received from the mMIPS. The acquisition node will remain in the 
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GETTING_DATA state until it sent a data request message to each of the 

surveyors. When this is finished, it will move to the SELECT state. 

• MOVING: this state is reached by the acquisition node when a C-MV 

command is received. It will remain in the MOVING state as long as the 

parameter moving time specifies. When the moving time finishes, acquisition 

node moves to the SELECT state. 

EVENTS: there are three events that define the transitions of the acquisition node. 

This is contrary to the initial system where five different events define the transitions 

of the FSM of the acquisition node. This design decision is considered to favor a 

straightforward functioning of the node, and actually there was no need found for 

exploiting other events for the state transitions. The two events are: 

• A firing of the state timer on the acquisition node. The state timer is used in a 

similar way to its use by the initial system. It is used to control the sequence of 

actions performed by it. 

• The reception of commands from the mMIPS through the serial port, 

represented by the name of the command annotated with a question mark. The 

commands that can be received by the acquisition node were described in 

Table 4.1. 

• The reception of a radio message. The acquisition node in the reference system 

receives only one radio message from the surveyors: 

o DATA_MSG (data message): this corresponds to a radio message that 

contains the measurement data of a surveyor. It is received when a data 

request message is sent to a surveyor. The message contains the serial 

ID and the system ID of the sender. It also contains data collected by 

the sender node of the distance measurements between it and the other 

surveyor nodes. 

FUNCTIONING: 

At start-up, the acquisition node goes to the SELECT state and sets the surveyor count 

variable to zero. When it receives a C-MR command from the mMIPS, it moves to the 

MEASURING state and activates its state timer. While being in the MEASURING 

state, each time the state timer fires, it sends a measure message (MEAS_MSG) to 

one surveyor at a time if the surveyor count variable is lower than the number of 

surveyors available in the system. The system ID of the surveyor to which the 

measure message is being sent corresponds to the surveyor count variable. 

Subsequently, the acquisition node increments the surveyor count variable and 

activates the state timer again. When the state timer fires while the acquisition node is 

in the MEASURING state, and the surveyor count variable is equal to the number of 

surveyors of the system, the acquisition node clears the surveyor count variable and 

moves to the SELECT state. The acquisition node sends an acknowledgement to the 

mMIPS during the transition to the SELECT state to inform it that the measurement 

was finished.  
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When the acquisition node receives a C-DR command from the mMIPS, it moves to 

the GETTING_DATA state and activates its state timer. While being in the 

GETTING_DATA state, each time the state timer fires it sends a data request 

message (DATA_REQ_MSG) to one surveyor at a time if the surveyor count variable 

is lower than the number of surveyors available on the system. The system ID of the 

surveyor to which the data request message is being sent corresponds to the surveyor 

count variable. Subsequently, the acquisition node increments the surveyor count 

variable and activates the state timer again. When the state timer fires, if the 

acquisition node is in the GETTING_DATA state, and the surveyor count variable is 

equal to the number of surveyors of the system, the acquisition node clears the 

surveyor count variable and moves to the SELECT state. The acquisition node 

informs the mMIPS that all data was collected during the transition to the SELECT 

state. 

According to the protocol followed by the mMIPS, after the acquisition node informs 

the mMIPS that all data was collected, the mMIPS will send a C-DP command to the 

acquisition node. When the acquisition node receives it, it sends all data collected 

from the surveyors to the mMIPS. It stays in the SELECT state. When the acquisition 

node receives a C-MN command from the mMIPS, it saves the ID contained in the 

message. It will later receive a C-MV command from the mMIPS. Then the 

acquisition node will move to the MOVING state and will activate its state timer. 

When the state timer fires while the acquisition node is in the MOVING state, it sends 

a move message (MOVE_MSG) to the surveyor whose system ID corresponds to the 

ID received with the C-MN command.  
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4.2.2. Surveyor nodes 

 

Figure 4.3. Finite state machine of the surveyor nodes in the reference system. 

 

The functioning of the surveyor nodes is illustrated in Figure 4.3.  

STATES: the states of the finite state machines of the surveyor node are: 

• LISTEN: this is the initial state of the surveyor nodes. It is also the central state 

of the finite state machine. When the surveyor is in the LISTEN state, it 

expects the reception of radio messages, and only when a radio message 

arrives can move to another state. 

• WAIT_US: a surveyor y  moves to this state when it receives an 

RF_PULSE_MSG from another surveyor x . This message indicates that 

surveyor x  is going to send an US pulse. The surveyor y  activates the 

ultrasound detector when it receives an RF_PULSE_MSG message. When the 

ultrasound detector fires, the surveyor y  moves to the LISTEN state. 

• SEND_US: this state is reached by a surveyor after the reception of a 

MEAS_MSG from the acquisition node if the system ID contained in the 
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message corresponds to the receiver node. This message indicates to the 

surveyor that receives it, that it is its turn to send US pulses to the other 

surveyors. When it receives this message, it sets a state variable to one, 

broadcasts an RF_PULSE_MSG and activates the state timer. When the state 

timer fires while a surveyor is in the SEND_US state and the state variable is 

set to one, the surveyor sends an US pulse and moves to the LISTEN state.                                                                                   

• MOVING: this state is reached by a surveyor when a MOVE_MSG is received 

that contains the system ID of the receiver node. The surveyor activates the 

state timer and starts moving. When the state timer fires while the surveyor is 

in the MOVING state, the surveyor stops moving and moves to the LISTEN 

state. 

EVENTS: the state transitions of the surveyor nodes are defined in terms of the 

following events: 

• A firing of the state timer on the surveyor. 

• A firing of the US detector. 

• The reception of a radio message. 

RADIO MESSAGES RECEIVED BY A SURVEYOR NODE: 

• MEAS_MSG (measurement message): this is a dedicated message sent from 

the acquisition node to each surveyor at a time, to indicate that it is its turn to 

send an US pulse. After the reception of this message by the surveyor whose 

system ID is contained in the message, the receiver sends a radio pulse 

message and an US pulse. 

• RF_PULSE_MSG (radio pulse message): this is a broadcast message sent by a 

surveyor. It is sent to inform that an US pulse is going to be sent to the other 

surveyors. The message contains the system ID of the sender. The receiving 

nodes activate their ultrasound detector. 

• DATA_REQ_MSG (data request message): a dedicated message sent by the 

acquisition node to a surveyor. It is used to request transmission of collected 

measurement data from the surveyor to the acquisition node. 

• MOVE_MSG (move message): this is a broadcast radio message sent by the 

acquisition node. It is sent to indicate that a surveyor should start moving. 

When a surveyor receives this message, it checks whether its system ID is 

contained in the message; if  this is true, then it will move. 

FUNCTIONING: 

At start-up, the surveyor goes to the LISTEN state and reads its system ID from the 

table that is hard coded in its software. If it receives a MEAS_MSG from the 

acquisition node whose contained system ID corresponds to it, it means that it is its 

turn to send an US pulse. It then broadcasts an RF_PULSE_MSG to inform the other 

surveyors that a US is going to be sent. In addition, it transmits an US pulse, activates 
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the state timer and moves to the SEND_US state. If the state timer fires while the 

surveyor is in the SEND_US state, the surveyor moves to the LISTEN state. When a 

surveyor receives an RF_PULSE_MSG, it activates the ultrasound detector and 

moves to the WAIT_US state. When it receives an US pulse, it saves the time but 

does not move to any other state. After a preset time, the ultrasound detector will fire, 

and the surveyor will move to the LISTEN state, and will start the execution of the 

task that processes the information contained in the RF/US signal to save the distance 

measured to the sender of the RF_PULSE_MSG.  

When the surveyor node receives a DATA_REQ_MSG from the acquisition node, 

and the system ID contained in the message corresponds to the receiver, the surveyor 

sends a DATA_MSG to the acquisition node, which contains all the measurement 

data collected by that surveyor.  

When the surveyor receives a MOVE_MSG, and the system ID contained in the 

message corresponds to the surveyor, the surveyor moves to the MOVING state, and 

activates the state timer. When the state timer fires the first time while the surveyor is 

in the MOVING state, the surveyor starts moving and activates the state timer again. 

The second time the state timer fires, the surveyor stops moving and goes to the 

LISTEN state. 

4.2.3. Earth station 

In the reference system, the earth station is emulated with a laptop. It receives the 

measurement data sent by the satellite, and performs all the data processing tasks.  

As explained before, five measurements are taken at each location. From those five, 

the earth station takes only the lowest non-zero value to build the distance matrix. The 

distance matrix is used by the earth station to save the distances between each pair of 

surveyors. Each element ijd  of the distance matrix corresponds to the distance 

between the surveyors i and j . The diagonal of the matrix is filled with zeros. After 

the lowest non-zero value for each ijd  from the five consecutive measurements is 

taken and the distance matrix is filled with this data a filter called symmetric 

enforcement is applied to the distance matrix. The idea behind this filter is as follows: 

in most cases ijd is not the same as jid . Moreover, one of these measurements may not 

exist. If the minimum non-zero value between ijd  and jid  is taken, the distance 

measured with the US pulse that traveled the longest path will be discarded and the 

lowest, most accurate, distance measurement will remain. 

As stated before, trilateration is applied on the earth station to compute the 

coordinates of the surveyors. The computed coordinates are written to an xml file in a 

similar way as in the initial system. 

4.3. Reference Metrics 

In this section the methodology followed to evaluate the reference metrics is 

explained, and later the reference metrics and the set of parameters used to determine 

them are shown. 
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4.3.1. Methodology 

• Chosen parameters 

To evaluate the quality metrics of the reference system, the log file obtained with 

the physical experiment where the moving time was two seconds was used. This 

physical experiment was selected to calculate the reference metrics because it is 

expected that when the moving time is increased the map is discovered in a faster 

time with a higher coverage, because cars move a longer distance with each move 

command and could explore more of the target area. Therefore, it is assumed to be 

a suitable starting point for comparisons. As stated previously, the reference 

system takes five measurements per location, and sets one car to move at each 

MOVE command.  

• Latency 

As stated in Section 2.6.2, the latency of a system will be measured when the 

coverage of the system reaches a value of 65%. To determine the latency, the 

number of measurements taken to obtain the coverage of 65% is multiplied for the 

time spent by a single measurement. The time required by a measurement when 

five measurements per location are taken is 328 seconds. To this value, the 

moving time has to be added, which is two seconds for the reference system. The 

latency value for the reference system was 31 hours. 

• Precision 

As stated previously, to determine the precision of the system, it was counted how 

many locations lie inside a polygon with sides 10 cm further from the perimeter 

but with the same shape as the target area, and outside a polygon with 10 cm 

inwards from the perimeter of the polygon. The value of the precision metric for 

the reference system was 77.63%. 

• Percentage of unresolved locations  

The percentage of unresolved locations was also calculated by means of a function 

implemented in software that counted how many locations were placed at (0,0) 

indicating that no coordinate value could be computed. The value of this quality 

metric was 20.46% for the reference system. 

• Reliability 

Equation 6 was implemented to calculate this quality metric. Its value for the 

reference system was 30.848. 

• Energy usage of the surveyor nodes 

The two sources of energy consumption on the surveyor nodes are the 

computations on the Crickets and the movement of the cars. These two values 

were characterized to calculate this metric. Their values were determined for a 

single distance measurement. 
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To calculate this metric, first the energy spent during a distance measurement by 

the computation performed on Cricket and the moving of Cricket was calculated.  

The power consumption of a Cricket is in the range of 6.6 mW when using the 

standard software for a transmitter node that continuously sends RF/US signals 

[10]. Crickets in the landscape mapping application are active only a small amount 

of time during each measurement; hence, the most of the time during a 

measurement they are in the sleep mode of operation, in which the power 

consumption is much lower. The exact duration of their active time can not be 

easily determined. However, the duration of a measurement is occupied mostly by 

the serial communication between the acquisition node and the mMIPS. From the 

rest of the time, which is roughly 15 seconds, it can be assumed that Crickets are 

active for one second. Therefore, the energy spent by a Cricket due to computation 

during a single distance measurement is approximately 6.6mJ.  

To determine the power consumed when a car moves, the current of the system 

was determined. To achieve this, a 50mΩ 0.5% current-sensing resistor was 

connected in series with the motor of the car and the voltage drop across the 

resistor during operation of the motor was measured with an oscilloscope. The 

value of this resistance can be considered negligible to impact the current through 

the motor. Therefore, the resistance of 50mΩ, although providing a small error, 

can be still considered low enough to provide an indication of the real power 

consumption of the car. To calculate the power, the voltage drop over the resistor 

is first measured, and then divided by the resistor value. The value obtained 

corresponds to the current that passes through the resistor and through the motor 

of the car. Figure 4.4 shows a screenshot of the data provided by the oscilloscope 

when a car was set to move for four seconds when measuring the voltage of the 

50mΩ resistor.  
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Figure 4.4. Screenshot of the data provided by the oscilloscope when determining the current 

consumed by the moving of a car. 

As seen in the figure, the voltage wave presents a peak at the beginning and then 

an almost constant value. The duration of the voltage wave is four seconds, which 

corresponds to the moving time set on the car during this experiment. The 

oscilloscope provided an excel sheet with points representing the voltage value at 

different times. The interval between consecutive samples was 0.002 secs. To 

determine the energy spent by a car during a movement, numerical integration of 

the area under the curve formed by the data in the excel sheet was performed. The 

value obtained was divided by 0.05 (value of the resistor), and multiplied by 4.5 V 

which is the voltage required to drive a car. The energy spent by a car during a 

movement of four seconds was 6.34J. The same curve was used to calculate the 

energy spent by a car when moving for two seconds, by cutting the integration 

range to two seconds. The value found was 4.07J. 

For the reference system, the duration of a measurement is 330secs. As stated 

before, the energy spent by a Cricket on computation on a single measurement can 

be approximated to 6.6mJ. The energy consumption due to the moving of a car for 

two seconds is, as stated previously, equal to 4.07J. 

The energy consumption due to the moving of a car is around 606 times the 

energy consumption due to the computation on Crickets. Therefore, the total 

energy consumption of the system is considered to be equal to the energy 

consumption due to the movement of the car.  
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To determine the energy spent by the system, the number of measurements taken 

by the system to obtain 65% coverage was multiplied by the number of cars set to 

move at each move command. The obtained number is multiplied by the energy 

spent by a car during the moving time, which is two seconds for the reference 

system. The energy spent by the Crickets in the reference system was 1392 J. 

• Lifetime of the network 

To determine the lifetime of the network, the total energy (TE) available at a 

surveyor that is allowed to move was taken as starting point. This energy is 

equivalent to the energy available from three Duracell Procell AA batteries which 

were used as the power supply of the cars. The capacity value of a battery is 2Ah 

when the current is close to 0.5A for each battery according to the datasheet of the 

manufacturer [22]. Based on the voltage measurements on the current-sensing 

resistor, it was calculated that during the peak section of the waveform the current 

consumed by the car is approximately 1.3A and during the steady-state of the 

waveform is approximately is 0.4A; the former lasts 0.19 seconds or 0.39 seconds 

when the car moves for 2 and 4 seconds respectively. Since the time at which the 

current is 0.4A (close to 0.5A reported by the manufacturer) is longer (at least 19 

times) than the time at which the current is 1.3A, this capacity value selected from 

the datasheet is reasonable. The total capacity of the set of three batteries is 

3*(1,5V)*(2Ah*(3600secs/1h)) = 32400J. Taking into account the energy spent 

by a surveyor at each measurement, the energy spent by a surveyor during four 

consecutive measurements (ES) was calculated for the evaluation point of the 

design space. The four value of the previous sentence was introduced in order to 

make the procedure of calculation of this metric equally applied independently of 

the number of cars that moved at each move command. Dividing TE by ES will 

result in the total number of measurements divided by four that a surveyor node 

can continue running. The number of measurements obtained multiplied by four 

times the time duration of a single measurement of the particular evaluation point 

of the design space will result in the lifetime of the network (LF). 

For the lifetime of the network calculation, energy spent by the Cricket on 

computation was not taken into consideration. The energy spent on computation 

was ignored because as explained before it is approximately 606 orders of 

magnitude lower than the total energy spent on moving by a surveyor. Moreover, 

in a real deployment, it is likely that the same power supply is used for both 

moving the car and for the computations. Therefore, when the battery runs out of 

capacity, neither moving nor computations can be performed anymore. 

When the first node runs out of energy, the other three moving nodes will run out 

in the next measurement or at most at the next third measurement, which is 

expected to be a very short time when compared to the lifetime of the network. 

Therefore, the time at which the first node runs out of energy will be considered as 

the lifetime of the network, which corresponds to the time when all nodes that are 

allowed to move run out of energy. 

The lifetime of the reference system was 2901 hrs, which is equivalent to 120 

days. This is also equivalent to a total of 32203 potential measurements to be 

taken by the system. 
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4.3.2. Quality metrics of the reference system 

The set of parameters that were used to evaluate the performance of the landscape 

mapping application to get the reference metrics are summarized in Table 4.2. 

Parameter Value 

Number of 

measurements taken per 

location 

5 

Number of cars set to 

move 

1 

Moving time 2 secs 

Localization algorithm A-1 

Pre-filter None 

Post-filter None 

Table 4.2. Parameters used on the reference system of the landscape mapping application 

Following the methodology explained in the previous subsection, the quality metrics 

of the reference system were calculated. They are summarized in Table 4.3.  

Metric Value 

Precision 77,63% 

Percentage of 

unresolved locations 

20,46% 

Reliability 30.848 

Latency 31 hrs 

Energy usage of the 

Crickets 

1392 J 

Lifetime of the 

network 

2901 hrs = 120 

days 

Table 4.3. Reference metrics for the landscape mapping application 

Figure 4.5 shows the map obtained with the venusviewer tool with the reference 

system. The red dots represent the beacon nodes of the landscape mapping 

application. The beacon’s IDs are also shown in the figure. Moreover, the figure 

shows with green lines the sides of the polygons that shaped the target area. The map 

obtained with the system is represented by the collection of blue dots. Each dot 

corresponds to a location determined at some point of time during the execution of the 

landscape mapping application. As seen from the figure, there are a few locations 

outside the area that supposedly have been explored, which may be the result of a few 

distance measurements with high errors. The scale of the polygons is not precise. The 

polygons were drawn to enables the reader to understand how the map produced by 

the system corresponds to the area that can be explored.  
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Figure 4.5 Obtained map with the reference system for the landscape mapping application. 

4.4. Summary 

This chapter described the design decisions that motivated the design and 

implementation of the reference system for the landscape mapping application. The 

reference system assigns offline system IDs to each of the surveyor nodes. In this 

way, it was possible to eliminate the concept of phases of the initial system. The 

reference beacons were manually selected and placed at fixed locations during 

deployment, allowing controlled circumstances for the trade-off exploration of the 

next chapter. In addition, only one car was set to move at each measurement in a 

round-robin fashion among all the available moving surveyor nodes. The distance 

measurement between the acquisition node and the surveyor nodes was not performed 

in the reference system since in a real deployment this is typically not needed and 

impossible to perform.  

The functioning and implementation of each element was explained in detail. Finally, 

the methodology followed to calculate the metrics of the reference system together 

with the set of parameters used for the reference system were listed. A table 

summarized the values of the quality metrics of the reference system. These metrics 

will be used during the design-space exploration to compare the performance of the 

reference system with the Pareto optimal configurations encountered in the 

exploration of the design space.  
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5. Trade-off Analysis and Design-Space Exploration 

This chapter presents the trade-off analysis of the landscape mapping application. In 

addition, it describes the results of the design space exploration of the system. This 

exploration led to the discovery of configurations that are better than the reference 

system in terms of some of the quality metrics defined in Section 2.6. The chapter 

starts with a trade-off analysis for each individual parameter. Later, the results of the 

design-space exploration are explained and the discovered Pareto points are discussed.  

Finally, three configurations are shown in order to illustrate the encountered trade-

offs.  

5.1. Trade-off Analysis 

This section presents the trade-off analysis that has been performed on the landscape 

mapping application. The analysis of each individual parameter is described. 

5.1.1. Evaluation of the parameter ‘number of measurements taken per 

location’ 

Meas/loc 
Cars-
mov 

Move-
time 

Pre-  
cision 

% 
Unres. 
Locat. 

Relia-
bility 

Latency 
(hrs) 

Latency 
(cycles) 

Energy 
(J) 

Lifetime 
(hrs) 

3 1 2 72,0% 26,1% 32,4 24,08 440 1791 1742,5 

5 1 2 77,6% 20,5% 30,85 31,16 342 1392 2901,2 

3 2 2 70,4% 27,5% 24,26 17,13 313 2548 871,2 

5 2 2 72,8% 25,4% 27,69 26,06 286 2328 1450,6 

3 4 2 63,8% 33,4% 11,23 11,11 203 3305 435,6 

5 4 2 66,2% 31,3% 16,1 17,49 192 3126 725,3 

3 1 4 60,7% 33,1% 6,08 19,57 354 2244 1129,9 

5 1 4 62,6% 31,2% 5,5 33,55 366 2320 1873,8 

3 2 4 56,3% 37,8% 4,97 21,23 384 4869 564,9 

5 2 4 56,9% 38,1% 5,44 30,25 330 4184 936,9 

3 4 4 57,7% 36,1% 4,58 12,55 227 5757 282,4 

5 4 4 60,1% 33,9% 3,77 20,81 227 5757 468,4  

Table 5.1. Quality metrics obtained using localization algorithm A-1. 

To evaluate the parameter ‘number of measurements taken per location’, quality 

metrics of points of the design space varying this parameter together with the other 

parameters of the system were compared. The only parameter that was not varied 

during this evaluation was the data filtering. It will however be studied later on in this 

chapter. Table 5.1 shows the quality metrics obtained when the localization algorithm 

A-1 was used. Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show the result of the performance evaluation 

when localization algorithms A-2 and A-3 were used. The latency metric is shown 

both in number of hours and in number of (measurement) cycles required. The latter is 

equivalent to the number of MOVE commands sent by the application. The discussion 

that follows is based on the results of these three tables. 
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Meas/loc 
Cars-
mov 

Move-
time 

Pre-  
cision 

% 
Unres. 
Locat. 

Relia-
bility 

Latency 
(hrs) 

Latency 
(cycles) 

Energy 
(J) 

Lifetime 
(hrs) 

3 1 2 85,1% 11,0% 30,38 17,46 319 1298,3 1742,5 

5 1 2 85,7% 10,6% 36 28,79 316 1286,1 2901,2 

3 2 2 83,2% 11,8% 22,28 10,18 186 1514 871,25 

5 2 2 84,7% 10,8% 23,33 16,95 186 1514 1450,6 

3 4 2 73,7% 21,9%  14,39 10,45 191 3109,5 435,63 

5 4 2 80,3% 15,6% 19,34 15,03 165 2686,2 725,31 

3 1 4 69,6% 21,5% 7,93 18,46 334 2117,6 1130 

5 1 4 70,5% 20,9% 7,04 30,71 335 2123,9 1873,8 

3 2 4 73,4% 18,9% 7,84 11,17 202 2561,4 564,98 

5 2 4 75,4% 16,4% 6,82 21,45 234 2967,1 936,91 

3 4 4 69,0% 21,9% 5,44 9,89 179 4539,4 282,49 

5 4 4 70,8% 20,3% 4,63 16,41 179 4539,4 468,45 

Table 5.2. Quality metrics obtained using localization algorithm A-2. 

 

Meas/loc 
Cars-
mov 

Move-
time 

Pre-  
cision 

% 
Unres. 
Locat. 

Relia-
bility 

Latency 
(hrs) 

Latency 
(cycles) 

Energy 
(J) 

Lifetime 
(hrs) 

3 1 2 86,17% 11,02% 35,06 17,51 320 1302,4 1742,5 

5 1 2 86,70% 10,32% 38,57 29,79 327 1330,9 2901,2 

3 2 2 80,36% 16,29% 30,24 12,26 224 1823,4 871,25 

5 2 2 82,60% 14,95% 36,42 26,06 286 2328 1450,6 

3 4 2 74,22% 22,14% 15,41 10,51 192 3125,8 435,63 

5 4 2 75,39% 21,07% 23,74 17,4 191 3109,5 725,31 

3 1 4 71,68% 20,83% 9,57 19,57 354 2244,4 1130 

5 1 4 72,75% 19,67% 9,28 33,55 366 2320,4 1873,8 

3 2 4 74,53% 18,40% 9,86 11,72 212 2688,2 564,98 

5 2 4 76,27% 16,37% 10,65 23,38 255 3233,4 936,91 

3 4 4 71,22% 21,48% 12,03 10,61 192 4869,1 282,49 

5 4 4 73,26% 19,79% 10,42 17,14 187 4742,3 468,45 

Table 5.3. Quality metrics obtained using localization algorithm A-3. 

The observed influence of the increase of the value of the parameter ‘number of 

measurements taken per location’ is as follows: 

• Precision: from the tables it can be observed that when increasing the number 

of measurements taken per location from three to five, the precision obtained 

always increases. This could be expected because, as stated previously in 

Chapter 2, when more measurements are taken it is more likely to obtain an 

accurate distance measurement. When comparing the influence of the 

parameter ‘number of measurements taken per location’ while varying also the 

localization algorithm the results are as follows. The average increase in 

precision due to the increase of the parameter ‘number of measurements taken 

per location’ is the highest for A-1 and the lowest for A-3. This can be 

explained based on the reuse of information implied by each of the algorithms. 
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A-1 is the algorithm with no reuse of information, and hence, the algorithm 

that when used by the system shows a higher improvement of the precision 

quality metric when the parameter ‘number of measurements take per 

location’ is increased. A-3 is the algorithm that reuses information as much as 

possible. Therefore, it is the algorithm that is influenced the least by the 

increase of the ‘number of measurements taken per location’ parameter. Its 

results are similar with values of three or five for the ‘number of 

measurements taken per location’ parameter, although with five better results 

are obtained. When A-3 is exploited results are superior to the values obtained 

when A-1 or A-2 are used. There is no common behavior found when 

analyzing the joint influence of the parameter ‘number of measurements taken 

per location’ with ‘number of cars set to move’ while evaluating the precision 

metric. 

• Percentage of unresolved locations: when increasing the parameter ‘number of 

measurements taken per location’, the percentage of unresolved locations 

decreases. This is expected since as more measurements are taken at a 

location, it is more likely to obtain distance estimates than with fewer distance 

measurements, as it was discussed in Section 2.3.3. It should however be 

noted that the change in the percentage of unresolved locations is not 

considerable while varying the number of measurements per location. This is 

due to the fact that the values three and five are not very different from each 

other, which makes their resulting performance more similar than if for 

instance, values more different to each other were exploited. It is also due to 

the fact that the measurement protocol measures a distance between two nodes 

at each of the nodes, which makes the effective number of measurements 

taken the double of the value of the parameter ‘number of measurements taken 

per location’, and therefore, makes the resulting influence on the ‘percentage 

of unresolved nodes’ less noticeable. The behavior just explained on the 

‘percentage of unresolved locations’ when increasing the parameter ‘number 

of measurements taken per location’ was observed while varying all other 

parameters. 

• Reliability: the reliability increased when the parameter ‘number of 

measurements taken per location’ was increased and when the moving time is 

two seconds. This is due to the fact that as more measurements are taken per 

location the more accurate the distance measurements are, and therefore, the 

more reliable the system is. When the moving time is four seconds the 

reliability metric decreased its value when increasing the ‘number of 

measurements taken per location’. The effect due to the moving time 

parameter will be discussed further in Section 5.1.3 and it is related to the 

definition of the reliability metric which does not entirely catch the quality of 

the map. 

• Latency: latency always increases when increasing the parameter ‘number of 

measurements take per location’ from three to five. This is due to the fact that 

taking more measurements at a location requires more time between 

consecutive movements. This trend is equally valid when the localization 

algorithm and moving time parameters were also varied.  The latency in 

number of cycles however decreased when increasing the ‘number of locations 
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taken per location’. This is due to the fact that a fewer number of cycles are 

required when more measurements are taken per location. Nevertheless, in 

some cases when A-3 or A-2 was applied, the number of cycles also increased 

when increasing the parameter ‘number of measurements taken per location’. 

This is related to the reuse of information of A-2 and A-3, which may require 

different number of cycles to meet the coverage criteria for a same set of 

parameters when increasing the number of measurements, although yielding 

always an increase in latency in terms of time.  

• Energy spent by the Crickets: the effect of this parameter on the performance 

of the system depends on the localization algorithm applied. When A-1 is 

applied and the parameter ‘number of measurements taken per location’ in 

increased, it is observed that the energy metric decreases. This is due to the 

observed decrease in the number of cycles, which indicates a decrease in 

number of movements of the cars when increasing the number of 

measurements taken per location. When A-2 is applied and the parameter 

‘number of measurements taken per location’ is increased no clear trend is 

observed in the energy metric. This is due to the reuse of information of A-2 

which may yield different numbers of cycles when increasing the number of 

measurements taken per location, yielding no clear trend. In the other hand, 

when A-3 is exploited and the parameter ‘number of measurements taken per 

location’ in increased, it is observed that the energy metric increases. This is 

due to the fact that as more measurements are taken at a location, the latency 

increases (both in terms of time and cycles). An increase in latency implies a 

higher energy spent.  

• Lifetime: the lifetime metric increases when the number of measurements 

taken per position increases. This is due to the fact that as more measurements 

are taken at a location, the less energy is spent in a specified amount of time 

(i.e. cars move less frequently), and hence, the longer the lifetime of the 

network.  

Summary: the effect of this parameter on the quality metrics, although visible, is 

not strong. The results suggest that when this parameter value is increased the 

better the performance of the system is in terms of precision, reliability, energy 

usage, and lifetime, and the worse the performance is in terms of the latency. The 

effect of this parameter is actually dominated by the variation of the other 

parameters as was explained in this subsection. Its most noticeable influence is on 

the latency metric, which increases as the number of measurements per location 

increases, and on the lifetime which also increases as the number of measurements 

per location increases. Reliability and energy metrics, although influenced, show 

only a small variation when the number of measurements per locations is varied. 

5.1.2. Evaluation of the parameter ‘number of nodes set to move by each 

MOVE command’ 

The analysis of the influence of this parameter is also based on Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 

5.3.  

• Precision: when the moving time is set to two seconds, increasing the number 

of cars set to move by each MOVE command decreases the precision metric. 
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This behavior is observed for all three localization algorithms. The trend 

observed could be explained in terms of the following hypothesis. It was 

observed that cars got stuck at the borders of the area to explore. As more cars 

move by each MOVE command, it is more likely that in a specified amount of 

measurements more cars reach the area where they get stuck. Also, it is likely 

that more cars get stuck at the borders of the area to explore when the number 

of cars set to move increases. Therefore, it is more likely that those cars placed 

at the borders of the area to explore are located outside the allowed area. This 

may result in an increase of the points that are located outside. Moreover this 

could result in more unresolved coordinate values for those cars close to the 

border. It is worthy to mention that this behavior could not be validated due to 

a lack of time during the project. This may explain the decrease of the 

precision metric when the number of cars set to move increases. When the 

moving time is four seconds, no clear trend is observed when the number of 

cars set to move increases. 

• Percentage of unresolved locations: as the number of cars set to move 

increases, the percentage of unresolved locations increased.  This trend is 

observed for all localization algorithms and when the moving time is two 

seconds. This can also be explained in terms of the hypothesis stated in the 

previous bullet. As more cars moved, it is more likely that more cars reach the 

stuck area at a same time. When more cars are stuck in the same area, it is 

more likely that they crash or are close to each other. This proximity between 

cars may result in a higher likelihood of blocking US senders/receiver among 

some surveyors, which may result in fewer distance measurements taken. This 

may explain the increase of the percentage of unresolved nodes as more cars 

are set to move. 

• Reliability: as more cars move at the same time, the reliability metric 

decreases. This is related to the effects observed in the precision and 

percentage of unresolved locations metrics, which are explained above. These 

two metrics also worsen when the number of cars that are moving is increased. 

The definition of the reliability metric, as stated in Section 2.6, takes into 

account the ratio between the number of resolved locations and the number of 

unresolved locations. Therefore, when the precision decreases and the 

percentage of unresolved locations increases, it is likely that this quality metric 

decreases.  

• Latency: the latency decreased in all evaluation points when more cars were 

set to move at each MOVE command. This is to be expected since as more 

cars move at the same time, more area can be discovered in the same amount 

time than when fewer cars are moving. This behavior was observed for all 

localization algorithms and for the two moving times. 

• Energy spent by the Crickets: as more cars were set to move, the energy spent 

by the Cricket was increased. This increase in the energy consumption while 

modifying the number of cars set to move is observed also when the 

localization algorithm is varied and for the two moving times. Although a 

decrease in the energy spent could be expected because the latency decreases 

when more cars are set to move, this was not observed. This could have been 
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observed when only a car is set to move by each MOVE command. 

Nevertheless, by moving more cars at each MOVE command, the amount of 

energy spent at a measurement increases (in a factor of 2x or 4x when two of 

four cars are set to move respectively).  

• Lifetime: as more cars move at each MOVE command, the lifetime of the 

network decreases. This is due to the fact that when more cars move at each 

MOVE command, more energy is spent at each second when the system is 

operating. 

Summary: the effect of the variation of this parameter on the quality metrics of the 

system was noticeable. The value of ‘one’ for this parameter provides the best 

performance of the system in terms of the precision, % of unresolved locations, 

reliability, energy usage, and lifetime. The value of one, however, provides also 

the worst performance among the other values of the number of nodes set to move 

parameter in terms of the latency of the system.  

To illustrate these results, Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the effect of the number of 

cars moving on the energy and latency respectively. As explained previously and 

illustrated by the figures, by increasing the number of cars set to move there is a 

trade-off between energy and latency. This result is independent of the algorithm 

used. 
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Figure 5.1. Energy as a function of the number of cars set to move. 
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Figure 5.2. Latency as a function of the number of cars set to move. 

5.1.3. Evaluation of the parameter ‘moving time of the cars at each 

MOVE command’ 

The analysis of the influence of this parameter is also based on Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 

5.3.  

• Precision: the precision values obtained when the moving time of the cars is 

set to two seconds are higher than the precision values obtained when the 

moving time of the cars is four seconds. This influence on the precision due to 

the moving time is not influenced by the other parameters. The trend observed 

could be explained in terms of the following hypothesis. It was observed that 

cars got stuck at the borders of a particular section of the area to explore. If 

cars move longer, it is likely that they reach the stuck area in a shorter number 

of cycles. Hence, in a shorter number of cycles cars are close to the borders of 

the stuck area, which makes it more likely to provide locations outside the 

allowed area. Moreover, it can be likely that the locations of those cars close 

to the border can not be determined due to the potential blocking effect of the 

obstacle (the border) on the US senders/receiver. This may result in the 

decrease in the precision metric when the moving time increases. It is worthy 

to mention that this behavior could not be validated due to a lack of time.  

• Percentage of unresolved locations: the value of this quality metric is higher 

when the moving time was four seconds than when it was set to two seconds. 

This trend can be explained by the analysis done in the previous bullet. This 

trend was observed for all localization algorithms.  

• Reliability: when the moving time increases, the reliability of the system 

decreases. This is due to the decrease in the precision metric and increase of 
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the percentage of unresolved locations metric as the moving time of the 

system increases. These two quality metrics significantly impact the reliability 

metric due to the definition of the reliability metric. 

• Latency: in Chapter 3 it was posed that when cars move longer, the latency 

will decrease. However, the results in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show that as cars 

move longer, the latency of the system increases. The explanation of this 

behavior is as follows. As stated previously, the experiments were stopped as 

soon as a coverage of 65% was obtained. It was observed that cars tend to 

move towards a certain region of the planet where they got stuck most of the 

time. As the moving time increases, cars move around in the same area for 

longer periods of time. Hence, it takes more time to meet the 65% coverage of 

the area when the moving time is increased. This results in an increase in the 

latency metric when the moving time increases. 

• Energy: the influence in energy spent by the Crickets as cars move longer is as 

follows. When cars move longer, the energy spent by the Crickets increases. 

Moreover, the latency also increases when the moving time increases, which 

also supports the increase in energy due to the higher number of movements 

implied by the higher latency.  The joint influence of this parameter with the 

number of measurements taken per location and the number of cars set to 

move was already discussed. Furthermore, the results of this bullet are not 

influenced by any of the localization algorithms.  

• Lifetime: the lifetime of the network is influenced by the moving time of the 

cars. As the moving time increases, the lifetime of the network decreases. This 

is due to the fact that at each movement more energy is spent as cars move for 

a longer period of time.  

Summary: the performance of the system with two seconds for the moving time is 

better than the performance of the system with four seconds as the moving time in 

terms of all the quality metrics. No trade-off was observed by modifying this 

parameter individually. Hence, two seconds can be considered as the optimal 

value for this parameter from the two explored ones. It is worthy to mention that 

the fact that by increasing the moving time of the cars results in a worsening of the 

performance of the system is due to the particular behavior of the exploited cars. If 

different cars are used, results may differ and the performance of the system 

should be reevaluated.  

To illustrate these results, Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the effect of the moving 

time for the cars on the precision and energy of the system respectively. As 

explained previously and illustrated by the figures, by increasing the moving time 

of the cars there is a trade-off between energy and precision. This result is 

independent of the algorithm used. 
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Figure 5.3. Precision as a function of the moving time for the cars. 
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Figure 5.4. Energy as a function of moving time for the cars. 

5.1.4. Evaluation of the parameter ‘localization algorithm’ 

To evaluate the effect of the variation of the parameter localization algorithm and data 

filtering, analysis was performed fixing the parameter ‘number of measurements taken 

per location’ to five and the parameter ‘number of nodes set to move by each MOVE 

command’ to one, and varying all other parameters. The two values that were fixed 

had in general a better impact on the performance of the system than the other options 

for each of them, in terms of the reliability, lifetime, precision, percentage of 
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unresolved locations and energy metrics. Only latency is worsened with these two 

fixed values as compared to the other possibilities for the parameters ‘number of 

measurements taken per location’ and ‘number of nodes set to move by each MOVE 

command’. Hence, they were selected for the analysis performed to evaluate the data 

processing parameters: localization algorithm and data filtering. Obviously, it would 

have been interesting to evaluate all possible combinations of parameters for the 

trade-off analysis discussed in Section 5.1. However, evaluating all possibilities at 

once would have been cumbersome. Therefore, the analysis was truncated as 

explained above. The results of the performance evaluation of the system varying all 

parameters except for the number of measurements taken per location and the number 

of nodes set to move at each MOVE command, is shown in Table 5.4 when the 

moving time is two seconds and in Table 5.5 when the moving time is four seconds. 

The discussion that follows is based on the data presented in these tables. 

Pre-
Filter 

Post-
Filter 

Algor-
Loc 

Preci-
sion 

% 
unres. 
Locat. 

Relia-
bility 

Latency 
(hrs) 

Latency 
(cycles) 

Energy 
(J) 

Lifetime 
(hrs) 

None None A-1 77,6% 20% 30,85 31,2 342 1392 2901 

F-1 None A-1 77,4% 21% 0,82 31,2 342 1392 2901 

F-2 None A-1 77,9% 21% 24,84 51,1 561 2283 2901 
F-1, 
F-2 None A-1 77,9% 21% 22,11 51,1 561 2283 2901 

None F-3 A-1 71,0% 27% 12,52 62 680 2768 2901 

F-1 F-3 A-1 71,8% 27% 19,23 56,9 624 2540 2901 

F-2 F-3 A-1 - - - -   - - 
F-1, 
F-2 F-3 A-1 69,7% 28% 4,04 73,3 805 3276 2901 

None None A-2 85,7% 11% 36 28,8 316 1286 2901 

F-1 None A-2 86,1% 11% 33,94 28,8 316 1286 2901 

F-2 None A-2 88,1% 8% 17,96 33,5 368 1498 2901 
F-1, 
F-2 None A-2 88,2% 8% 15,25 33,5 368 1498 2901 

None F-3 A-2 - - - - - - - 

F-1 F-3 A-2 - - - - - - - 

F-2 F-3 A-2 - - - - - - - 
F-1, 
F-2 F-3 A-2 - - - - - - - 

None None A-3 86,7% 10% 38,57 29,8 327 1331 2901 

F-1 None A-3 87,5% 10% 41,26 29,8 327 1331 2901 

F-2 None A-3 88,7% 8% 14,02 31,6 347 1412 2901 
F-1, 
F-2 None A-3 89,3% 8% 12,22 31,6 347 1412 2901 

None F-3 A-3 - - - - - - - 

F-1 F-3 A-3 - - - - - - - 

F-2 F-3 A-3 78,5% 18% 6,46 73,1 802 3264 2901 
F-1, 
F-2 F-3 A-3 - - - - - - - 

Table 5.4. Quality metrics obtained fixing the moving time to two seconds. 

The precision and percentage of unresolved locations are evaluated together for the 

parameters related to data processing, since their effect is not independent on 

definitions of the data processing alternatives exploited.  
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• Precision and percentage of unresolved locations: algorithm A-1 provides in 

general the worst performance in terms of the precision and the percentage of 

unresolved locations among the three available localization algorithms. 

Algorithm A-3 provides the best performance in terms of the same two quality 

metrics. A-2 lies in terms of these two quality metrics somewhere in between 

the other two algorithms.  

Pre-
Filter 

Post-
Filter 

Algor-
Loc 

Preci-
sion 

% 
unres. 
Locat. 

Relia-
bility 

Latency 
(hrs) 

Latency 
(cycles) 

Energy 
(J) 

Lifetime 
(hrs) 

None None A-1 62,6% 31,2% 5,5 33,6 366 11602 374,8 

F-1 None A-1 62,6% 31,8% 5,4 35,4 386 12236 374,8 

F-2 None A-1 62,9% 32,0% 4,9 57,5 627 19876 374,8 

F-1, 
F-2 None A-1 62,9% 32,5% 4,6 57,5 627 19876 374,8 

None F-3 A-1 58,3% 35,8% 3,8 72,5 791 25075 374,8 

F-1 F-3 A-1 58,3% 36,7% 4,3 72,5 791 25075 374,8 

F-2 F-3 A-1 - - - - - - - 

F-1, 
F-2 F-3 A-1 - - - - - - - 

None None A-2 70,5% 20,9% 7,0 30,7 335 10620 374,8 

F-1 None A-2 70,9% 20,9% 6,9 30,3 331 10493 374,8 

F-2 None A-2 78,9% 11,3% 4,6 32,5 354 11222 374,8 

F-1, 
F-2 None A-2 79,2% 11,4% 4,4 32,5 354 11222 374,8 

None F-3 A-2 - - - - - - - 

F-1 F-3 A-2 - - - - - - - 

F-2 F-3 A-2 - - - - - - - 

F-1, 
F-2 F-3 A-2 - - - - - - - 

None None A-3 72,8% 19,7% 9,3 33,6 366 11602 374,8 

F-1 None A-3 71,8% 21,0% 9,7 30,7 335 10620 374,8 

F-2 None A-3 72,8% 19,7% 9,3 33,6 366 11602 374,8 

F-1, 
F-2 None A-3 79,3% 11,6% 4,5 31,8 347 11000 374,8 

None F-3 A-3 - - - - - - - 

F-1 F-3 A-3 - - - - - - - 

F-2 F-3 A-3 - - - - - - - 

F-1, 
F-2 F-3 A-3 - - - - - - - 

Table 5.5. Quality metrics obtained fixing the moving time to four seconds. 

This can be explained when keeping the idea behind of each algorithm in 

mind. A-1 was the main building block of A-2 and A-3. Therefore, 

performance of A-1 was expected to be worse than with the other two. A-3 

includes an error based determination of coordinates. Hence, it was expected 

that its performance is better than A-2. These expectations are confirmed by 

the experiments performed as can be seen in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. As can be 

seen in the tables, this behavior occurs when the moving time is two and four 

seconds, indicating that the influence of the localization algorithm on the 

performance of the system in terms of the precision and percentage of 
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unresolved nodes is not affected by the moving time parameter. The same is 

concluded for the data filter, whose inclusion on the set of parameters did not 

influence the performance of the system in terms of the precision and 

percentage of unresolved locations metrics when varying the localization 

algorithm parameter. Closing: A-3 performs the best, followed by A-2, and A-

1 performs the worst. 

• Reliability: the trend observed for the reliability quality metric is that this 

metric increases from A-1 to A-2, and from A-2 to A-3. This is due to the 

definition of the algorithms, which indicated that the best results of this metric 

are obtained with A-3. This is observed independent of the moving time of the 

cars, and independent of the pre-filter exploited. It is worthy to mention that a 

few evaluation points showed the contrary behavior.   

• Latency: the latency of the system is in general higher for A-1, followed by A-

2 and lowest when A-3 was used. The reason for this is that when A-1 is used, 

no new locations are determined for a single measurement, in contrast to what 

is done with A-2 and A-3. The observed difference in latency when using A-2 

and A-3 is almost negligible: at most two hours while comparisons taking into 

account A-1 give differences in latency at an evaluation point up to 20 hours. 

The lowest value for latency when A-3 is used is due the fact that A-3 

executes more iterations in a single measurement in order to resolve locations. 

Hence, the required coverage is reached in a shorter time with A-3 than with 

A-2 or A-1. Since A-1 does not perform any iteration, its latency is longer than 

with the other algorithms. This trend is not influenced by the other parameters. 

• Energy spent by the Crickets: for the energy metric, the trend found is that the 

energy consumption is higher when A-1 is used than when A-2 is used, and 

higher when A-2 is used than when A-3 is used. This is related to the latency, 

which presents a similar trend among the localization algorithms. 

• Lifetime: as seen from Tables 5.4 and 5.5, lifetime is not affected by the 

localization algorithm. This is due to the definition of lifetime, which is related 

only to the parameters of the measurement protocol. Hence, the only variation 

occurs when the moving time varies, being longer the lifetime when the 

moving time is shorter.  

Summary: A-3 performs the best among the possibilities explored for the 

localization algorithm parameter. It provides the best reliability, latency and 

energy in the most of the evaluation points studied. Lifetime is not affected by the 

localization algorithm parameter. 

5.1.5. Evaluation of the parameter ‘data filter’ 

• Precision and percentage of unresolved locations: the use of the triangular 

enforcement filter (F-1) improved slightly the precision and percentage of 

unresolved locations metrics for all localization algorithms. The consecutive 

measurements filter (F-2) improved the same metrics, for all algorithms, 

slightly more than the triangular filter. The effect of the joint use of F-1 and F-

2 was only noticeable when A-2 or A-3 were used. The use of this joint filter 

improved the metrics precision and percentage of unresolved locations for A-2 
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and A-3. This is explained in terms of the reuse of information implied by the 

use of A-2 and A-3, which gets obviously improved when the distance 

measurements are filtered out in order to get more accurate distance 

measurements. Hence, the resolved locations by the extensions of the 

trilateration were more accurate due to the combined pre-filter. For closing, 

when A-1 is used, no mayor effects are seen on the precision and percentage 

of unresolved locations metrics when pre-filters are added. The effect of the 

pre-filters is noticeable when A-2 and A-3 are used, and the best improvement 

of these two quality metrics is obtained when the combination of F-1 and F-2 

is used.  

The influence of the post-filter (F-3) could not be extensively evaluated. This 

is due to the fact that when A-2 and A-3 were exploited, the use of the distance 

checking filter (F-3) implied that the required 65% coverage was not met by 

several evaluation points related to A-2 and A-3, and in a lower frequency by 

evaluation points related to A-1. The evaluations points where the coverage 

requirement is not met are represented by dashed symbol on the quality rows 

in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. When using A-1 the influence of using F-3 could be 

evaluated when F-2 was not employed. From those few evaluations points 

where the influence of F-3 could be analyzed, when using F-3 the precision 

decreases and the percentage of unresolved locations increases. The reason of 

the strong effect on the performance of the system due to F-3 may be 

explained in terms of the localization error of the system in the following way. 

Suppose for instance that a node does not move between three consecutive 

cycles, and that at cycle 1+i  the locations has an 6 cm error to the east while 

at cycle 2+i   the location has an error 6 cm to the west with respect to the 

location of cycle i . Hence, following the algorithm F-3, at cycle 2+i  the 

location will be detected as erroneous and placed in the location of cycle 1+i . 

If consecutive measurements have also an error of 6 cm to the west, then 

consecutive locations will also be placed to a previous location. If the 

assumption made by the algorithm that the location of cycle i  is wrong, the 

consecutive behavior of the filter is not clearly defined, since it is based on the 

assumption that the starting location is accurate and correct. This would affect 

the performance of the system. Errors propagate with the use of this filter. A 

solution that may soften the effect of this filter would be to extend the distance 

values used by the filter, which may overcome these situations; however, the 

assumption on the correctness of the initial location may still result in a not 

defined effect of the filter.     

• Reliability: the general trend observed for the reliability metric is that it 

decreases its value the least when F-1 is included. It is followed by the use of 

F-2 in terms of the decrease in the reliability metric. The combination of F-1 

and F-2 decreases the reliability metric the most among the possibilities for the 

pre-filter. This decrease of the metric is due to the fact that the reliability 

metric depends on the densities of points that are located both outside and 

inside the allowed area. Even when more accurate distance measurements are 

taken (due to the pre-filters), it is likely that the reliability value decreases. 

This can be related to a decrease of the densities of the points that are located 

inside the allowed area and not to a decrease in quality of the system. Lower 

values of the densities of points inside are less desirable than higher values for 
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the density of points inside. The latter suggests that the discovered pieces of 

area are more likely to be real sections of the area to explore, then if the 

densities are lower. This explains the behavior of the reliability for the pre-

filters, which decreases as pre-filters are added. To illustrate this, Figure 5.5 

shows two maps with different reliabilities for different pre-filters. The set of 

parameters of these two evaluation points are five measurements per location, 

one car set to move, two seconds for moving time, and A-1. The map on the 

left of Figure 5.5 corresponds to an evaluation point with no pre-filtering and 

reliability equal to 30.85; the map on the right of Figure 5.5 corresponds to the 

same evaluation point when F-1 and F-2 are applied and reliability equal to 

22.11. By looking at the figure, it could be expected that the map on the right 

had a higher reliability, since it seems to be more explored in the upper-left 

section and has also fewer locations outside. However, this is not the case. The 

explanation is that although for the map on the left there seem to be more 

points outside the allowed area, the density on locations inside should be high 

enough to result in a higher reliability metric when compared to the map on 

the right. The density of points can not be observed from the figures. Since for 

the map on the right F-1 was applied, it may be likely that some measurements 

were discarded, and therefore, more locations were unresolved than on the 

map on the left. This results in a decrease of the density of points inside which 

also decreases the reliability. The two maps look quite similar despite this 

difference in reliability. This suggests that the definition of the reliability 

metric does not entirely catch the quality of the map. Further investigation to 

define the reliability metric need to be done. 

 

Figure 5.5. Effect of the reliability when no pre-filter and F-1-F-2 are applied.  

The effect due to F-3 could not be quantified due to the high percentage of 

points that did not meet the coverage requirement when F-3 was used. 

• Latency: exploiting F-3 requires a longer latency to reach the 65% coverage 

when evaluating the system than without F-3. This is due to the assignment of 

locations to a previous location value, instead of enabling a location value to 

be assigned a new value. Therefore, at the same time, more locations are 

placed at the same squares that define the coverage, requiring a longer time to 

fill other squares. The effect of using F-1 on the latency was negligible. It 

changed only when A-3 was used, increasing its value in three hours 
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maximum as compared to 20 hours when F-2 was included as a parameter of 

the system.  The effect of using F-2 alone or in combination with F-1 on the 

latency of the system was an increase of the metric. The reason for this is due 

to the fact that when taking the lowest value between consecutive 

measurements, a same distance value may be used more than once to calculate 

locations. Hence, less coordinates may be determined for a set of 

measurements when F-2 is exploited compared to the case when F-2 is not 

exploited. As a result, the latency increases.  

• Energy: as stated in the previous bullet, F-3 increases the latency of the 

system. F-1 does not influence significantly the latency. F-2 does influence the 

latency increasing its value. The previous claims are valid for the latency 

metric in terms of hours and also in terms of the number of measurements. The 

latter influences the energy spent by the Crickets when the parameters of the 

measurement protocol are fixed. Therefore, the energy spent by the Crickets is 

increased the most when F-3 is included, and is increased the least when F-1 is 

included. Using the combination of F-1 and F-2 has the same effect as using F-

2 alone on the energy metric. This indicates that the effect of F-1, although 

slightly noticeable, is dominated by the effect of F-2. 

• Lifetime: the lifetime metric is independent of the data filtering technique that 

is exploited. As stated before, lifetime depends only on parameters of the 

measurement protocol. 

Summary: the benefits from the filters designed are counteracted by their cost. F-3 

potentially increases the quality of the system but this comes with the cost of a 

higher latency and energy. F-1 and F-2 improve the precision and percentage of 

unresolved locations while decreasing the reliability. Nevertheless, the use of 

filters together with the variation of other parameters may result in an 

improvement of performance of the system. F-1 and F-2 are more preferred than 

F-3. F-3 required a much higher latency when it is added on the set of parameters 

of the system; this filter needs to be redesigned and its parameters adjusted in 

order to obtain an improvement on the performance of the system instead of the 

worsening observed. 

5.1.6. Summary of trade-offs 

Table 5.6 summarizes the encountered influences on the quality metrics by each of the 

parameters of the landscape mapping application. The effect of the three first 

parameters of the table is evaluated on the system as the parameter increases its value. 

For the five last parameters, their effect on the system is evaluated as the parameters 

are added to the configuration set of the evaluation point of the system. ‘+’ indicates 

that the quality metric improves its quality, while ‘-‘ indicates that the quality metric 

decreases its quality. If a ‘0’ is placed in a cell, it indicates that the effect of the 

parameter specified by the row can not be surely determined on the quality metric 

specified by the column of the cell. The ‘+/-‘ symbol on the first row was introduced 

to indicate that the influence of the increase of the parameter number of measurements 

taken per location can be an increase of the reliability (when the moving time was two 

seconds) or a decrease of the metric (when the moving time was four seconds). The 

‘+/-‘ symbol also shows that the effect of the increase of the parameter number of 

measurements taken per location on the energy metric depends on another parameter 
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which is the localization algorithm. When A-1 was exploited, the energy decreased. 

When A-3 was exploited, the energy increased. When A-2 was exploited no clear 

trend was observed. 

From the table, it can be seen that the influence of the parameter moving time on the 

quality metrics of the system is a degeneration of the performance of all metrics. 

Hence, this parameter individually does not provide a trade-off. 

Parameter Precision Latency Energy Lifetime 
% Unres. 
Locations 

Reliability 

Meas/loc + - +/- + + +/-  

Cars/mov - + - - - - 

Mov/time - - - - - - 

A-2 + + + 0 + +  

A-3 + + + 0 + +  

F-1 + 0 0 0 + -  

F-2 + - - 0 + -  

F-3 - - - 0 - - 

Table 5.6. Summary of the influences on the quality metrics by each of the parameters of the 

system. 

The inclusion of the parameter F-3 on the system, results also in a deterioration of the 

quality metrics of the system. It can also be concluded that F-3 individually does not 

provide trade-offs for the system. Its influence could not be well evaluated. However, 

due to its definition, it is expected that it increases the quality of the system at the 

expense of a much higher latency. 

On the other hand, the A-2 and A-3 parameters result in improvement of the 

performance of the system. Hence, these parameters do not offer trade-offs in the 

system either. 

In Section 2.6.2, the quality metrics ‘cost and hardware resources’ and ‘scalability’ 

were introduced. None of the parameters varied during the design space exploration 

affects the ‘cost and hardware resources’ metric. Any evaluation point performs 

equally in terms of this quality metric. This results in no trade-off related to this 

quality metric. Also, since the maximum number of cars allowed to move in this 

system was four, the ‘scalability’ metric was not affected by any of the evaluation 

points. However, for a network of a larger size, a low number of cars set to move per 

move command does not scale.   

Main trade-offs: 

• In general, taking more measurements per location results in higher reliability 

of the system, and an increase of the precision and percentage of unresolved 

locations metrics. However, this comes at the cost of a higher spent energy and 

a longer latency.  

• Moving more cars at each MOVE command, results in a decreased reliability 

metric. It also results in a worsening of all other precision metrics, except for 

the latency. The latency is the only quality metric improved when more cars 

are set to move.  
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• By adding F-1, the precision and percentage of unresolved locations metrics 

are improved, while the reliability metric is deteriorated.  

• Adding F-2 results in improvement of the precision and percentage of 

unresolved locations metrics of the system. However, it deteriorates the 

latency, reliability and energy spent metrics of the system. 

5.2. Exploration of the Design Space    

As stated previously, the proposed approach to explore the design space of the 

landscape mapping application included 240 points. From the 240 points, only 131 

met the coverage requirement criteria. From the 131, 68 points were obtained from the 

physical experiment where the cars were allowed to move for two seconds, while 63 

were obtained when the cars were allowed to move four seconds.  

The goal of the design-space exploration of the landscape mapping application is to 

find Pareto points. The definition of Pareto points is as follows: 

• Given a set quality metrics { }nQQQ ,...,, 21
 

• Each evaluation point of the design space is represented as a set of values for 

each of the quality metric 

( )naaaa ,...,, 21=   ,        ( )
nbbbb ,...,, 21=  

• An evaluation point a dominates an evaluation point b if: 

o  There is some objective ko  such that b is always worse than a . As an 

example, the energy metric in the landscape mapping application is the 

lower the better; worse energy means higher value. In the other hand, 

the precision metric used in this project is the higher the better; a 

worse value means a lower value for this metric. 

o For all other objectives 
mo , the quality metrics of b are worse or equal 

to those from a  

• Pareto points are those points that are not dominated by any other point. 

For a formal definition of Pareto points the interested reader can look at [4]. 

A total of 30 Pareto optimal configurations were found. The parameters and quality 

metrics of the 30 Pareto optimal configurations are summarized in Appendix B. Table 

5.7 illustrates the parameters and quality metrics of only six of the 30 Pareto optimal 

configurations of the system, which are optimal in each of the quality metrics. Table 

5.8 summarizes the quality metrics of these six Pareto optimal configurations of the 

system. Table 5.9 lists the quality metrics in which each Pareto optimal configurations 

is optimal. 
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Point- 
ID 

Meas/loc 
Cars-
mov 

Pre-Filter 
Post-
Filter 

Algor-
Loc 

Move-
time 

P-1 5 1 F-1 None A-3 2 

P-2 5 2 F-1, F-2 None A-2 2 

P-3 5 1 F-2 None A-3 2 

P-4 5 1 F-1, F-2 None A-3 2 

P-5 3 2 F-1, F-2 None A-2 4 

P-6 3 2 F-2 None A-3 4 

Table 5.7. Summary of the parameters of six of the Pareto optimal configurations encountered in 

the landscape mapping application system. 

 

 

Point- 
ID 

Precision 
% 

unresolved 
locations 

Relia-
bility 

Latency 
(hrs) 

Energy 
(J) 

Lifetime 
(hrs) 

P-1 87,46% 10,47% 41,261 29,79 1330,89 2901,23 

P-2 87,26% 8,76% 23,780 14,30 1277,98 1450,61 

P-3 88,69% 8,07% 14,019 31,62 1412,29 2901,23 

P-4 89,27% 8,07% 12,219 31,62 1412,29 2901,23 

P-5 75,97% 15,10% 5,424 8,51 1952,72 564,98 

P-6 76,30% 15,10% 5,298 8,51 1952,72 564,98 

Table 5.8. Summary of the quality metrics of six of the Pareto optimal configurations 

encountered in the landscape mapping application system. 

 

Point- 
ID 

Optimal metric 

P-1 Lifetime - Reliability 

P-2 Energy  

P-3 % of unresolved locations – Lifetime 

P-4 % of unresolved locations - Lifetime – Precision 

P-5 Latency 

P-6 Latency 

Table 5.9. Optimal metrics for six Pareto optimal configuration. 

The following discussion is based on the results of the six configurations shown in 

Table 5.7; however, its results are also valid for the set of 30 Pareto optimal 

configurations found. The Pareto optimal configurations shown in the table did not 

exploit post-filter. This is in line with the results shown in the previous section that 

claimed that the implementation of F-3 comes with a high cost in terms of the energy, 

and decreases the reliability and precision of the system. Hence, it was likely to obtain 

few or zero Pareto optional configurations that used F-3. The Pareto optimal 

configurations shown in Table 5. use pre-filter. This suggests that the effects of the 

pre-filters, although considered small in the previous section, still results in an 

improvement of the overall system performance when combined with (some) optimal 

parameters. It was checked however that for five out of these six configurations the 

reliability decreased when adding pre-filters, except for P-1 whose reliability 

increased when adding pre-filter.  
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Four out of these six Pareto optimal configurations shown in the table were obtained 

with two seconds as the moving time. This is in line with the results of the previous 

section that claimed that shorter time for the moving time gives better performance. 

However, two out of the six values used four as the moving time. Although in the 

analysis of Section 5.1.3 it was claimed that four seconds for the moving time was not 

a suitable value for this parameter, the two Pareto points P-5 and P-6 in Table 5.7 are  

optimal only in terms of the latency of the system, while their performance on the 

other quality metrics is much worse when compared with the four upper Pareto points. 

The fact that for all six Pareto optimal configurations shown A-2 or A-3 are used, 

supports the conclusions made in previous section about the improvement on the 

performance of the system when A-2 or A-3 are exploited compared to the case when 

A-1 is exploited. In the analysis of Section 5.1.4 it was claimed that A-3 performed 

better than A-2. Nevertheless, the combined effect of the localization algorithm with 

the other parameters can result in Pareto points that have A-2 as parameter. P-2 

exploits A-2, together with the optimal values for the number of measurements taken 

per position and moving time. The resulting quality metrics of P-2 indicates that its 

performance is comparable in terms of each quality metric to the best value of each 

quality metric. This is due to the joint effect of a set of parameters.  

Related to the measurements taken per location, four out of the six Pareto optimal 

configurations are related with a value of five for this parameter, which was found to 

be better in the analysis of the previous section. Although the analysis performed in 

Section 5.1.1 about this parameter suggested that a value of five is slightly more 

suitable than three in order to obtain a better quality of the system, also values of three 

for this parameter are observed in Table 5.7. This is still in line with the results of the 

previous section about the number of measurements taken per location parameter, 

which claimed that although there is an effect when varying the parameter, the 

influence is not big. Moreover, the Pareto points related to a value of three for the 

measurements taken per location are only optimal in terms of the latency of the 

system, and perform badly in terms of the other quality metrics of the system. 

Furthermore, the latency metric depends considerably on the parameter number of 

measurements taken per location; hence, it could be expected that Pareto points in 

terms of the latency would present a value of three for this parameter. 

The number of moving cars set to move at each MOVE command should be kept 

small according to the results of Section 5.1.2. This is in line with Table 5.7 which 

shows that none of the six Pareto optimal configurations shown has a value of four for 

the number of cars set to move parameter. The appearances of a value of two for this 

parameter in Table 5.7 is accompanied with optimal values for the some of the other 

parameters of the evaluation point, whose combined effect result in a Pareto optimal 

configuration.  

Comparison with the reference system: 

In order to get an impression about how the reference metrics differ from the metrics 

of the Pareto optimal configurations, Table 5.11 shows the change in the metrics of 

the system for the Pareto optimal configurations with respect to the reference metrics 

introduced in Section 4.3.2. To obtain each of the changes in the metric value’s, it was 

deducted from the value obtained of each of the Pareto optimal configuration, the 

corresponding value of the metric of the reference system. The analysis is going to be 

performed column by column. A ‘green’ cell represents an improvement of the quality 
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metric with respect to the reference system, while a ‘red’ cell represents a worsening 

of the quality metric with respect to the reference system. The first column 

corresponds to the precision metric. Four out of the six Pareto optimal configurations 

outperform the reference system in terms of the precision. The two configurations that 

do not outperform the reference design in terms of the precision, outperform it in 

terms of the percentage of unresolved locations and latency. All Pareto optimal 

configurations outperform the system in terms of the percentage of unresolved 

locations. The reliability of the system is only outperformed by one of the six shown 

Pareto optimal configuration. For the rest of points, the reference system provides a 

better reliability. Four out of the six shown configurations outperformed the reference 

system in terms of the latency, and two out of the six outperformed the reference 

system in terms of the energy (on the assumption that less energy is better). From the 

table, it can be concluded that each of the Pareto optimal configuration outperforms 

the reference system in at least one quality metric. 

Point- 
ID  Precision 

% 
unres. 
Locat. 

Relia-
bility 

Latency 
(hrs) 

Energy 
(J) 

Lifetime 
(hrs) 

P-1 9,8% -10,0% 10,4 -1,21 -61,11 0,23 

P-2 9,6% -11,7% -7,1 -16,7 -114,02 -1450 

P-3 11,1% -12,4% -16,8 0,62 20,29 0,23 

P-4 11,6% -12,4% -18,6 0,62 20,29 0,23 

P-5 -1,7% -5,4% -25,4 -22,49 560,72 -2336 

P-6 -1,3% -5,4% -25,6 -22,49 560,72 -2336 

Table 5.10. Comparison of the performance of the system between the reference design and the 

Pareto optimal configurations. 

5.3. The most important trade-offs in the system 

This section aims to illustrate the trade-offs encountered in the landscape mapping 

application with three optimal configurations. To illustrate the trade-offs, the term 

‘critical quality metrics’ is introduced. By critical quality metrics it is meant a set of 

quality metrics that could be used in order to illustrate to a potential user of the system 

the overall performance of the system as intuitive as possible. Lifetime was always 

very large compared with the latency of the system; this suggests that it is not likely 

that the landscape mapping application runs out of energy. Hence, this quality metric 

can be taken out of the set of critical quality metrics. The reliability metric, due to its 

definition, is related to the precision and percentage of unresolved locations metrics. 

The two latter metrics are less intuitive for a user of the application. Hence, from 

these three quality metrics, only reliability was selected as part of the set of critical 

quality metrics. The cost of the system has to be represented by this set of critical 

quality metrics, since it is very important for a user to know how expensive a system 

is, besides the quality of the service provided by the system. Therefore, the energy 

spent by the Crickets was selected also as part of the set of critical quality metrics.  

P-1, P-2, and P-6 are the three evaluation points selected as the optimal configurations 

employed for the illustration of the trade-offs. The selection was based on the idea of 

taking one Pareto optimal configurations for each of the critical quality metric of the 

system. 
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Table 5.11 comprises the parameters and quality metrics of the three Pareto optimal 

configurations selected to illustrate the trade-offs of the system. Only the quality 

metrics that were considered as critical are shown in the table. 

Point- 
ID 

Meas/loc 
Cars-
mov 

Pre-Filter 
Algor-
Loc 

Move-
time 

Relia-
bility 

Latency 
(hrs) 

Energy 
(J) 

P-1 5 1 F-1 A-3 2 41,261 29,79 1330,89 

P-2 5 2 F-1, F-2 A-2 2 23,780 14,30 1277,98 

P-6 3 2 F-2 A-3 4 5,298 8,51 1952,72 

Table 5.11. Pareto optimal configurations used to illustrate the most important trade-offs of the 

landscape mapping application. 

Which configuration is the best depends on the preference for the system by the user 

in terms of its quality metrics. In case a user desires to achieve a system as reliable as 

possible, P-1 will be definitively the option since it is the configuration that provides 

the highest reliability. This will come with the cost of a higher latency than the lowest 

possible value, and energy spent slightly higher than the lowest value from the set of 

points of the Table 5.11.  

If what the user desires is latency as low as possible, P-6 will be the suitable 

configuration. It however, comes with the highest energy consumption when 

compared to the other optimal configurations from the table. This comes also with the 

cost of a low reliability value. 

If what the user wants is to use a system that consumes the least amount of energy, 

then P-3 should be the selected configuration. However, this systems provides a very 

low reliability and a latency higher than P-6. 

If the landscape mapping application was going to be used for a spatial agency, it 

would be expected that the reliability of the system is the most important metric for 

the user, because an accurate map is what is desired; its involved cost would be 

secondary objectives, while still important. With this motivation in mind to select the 

optimal configuration of the system, it can be concluded that P-1 is a good candidate 

to be selected as the final configuration of the system. Its reliability is the highest. The 

energy consumption is a bit higher than the optimal configuration of the energy (P-3), 

but it is not as high as the many points of the design space that provide a worse value 

for this quality metric. The main drawback of the selected configuration is the high 

latency. However, if it is not highly crucial to have fast map drawings, this 

configuration still provides a better performance compared to the other Pareto optimal 

configurations. A spatial agency may not be highly interested about the latency if the 

expected quality of the map is good. 

5.4.  Summary  

This chapter explained the trade-offs analysis encountered in the landscape mapping 

application. The main trade-offs encountered are in terms of the reliability of the 

system, the latency to get an acceptable map, and the energy required to obtain an 

acceptable map. In general, it is observed that in order to obtain a high value for one 
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of these quality metrics, the value of the other two metrics degenerates. Pareto optimal 

configurations for each of the quality metrics of the landscape mapping application 

were found and discussed. All Pareto optimal solutions required pre-filtering of data, 

and extensions to the basic trilateration algorithm. These two parameters were the 

most dominant parameters among the set of parameters varied during the design space 

exploration. 
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6. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have designed and implemented a working system that emulates a landscape 

mapping application. The outcome of the system is a map of the area of an unknown 

planet where a set of surveyor nodes are dropped. Surveyors are allowed to move 

around the planet. They are controlled by processing elements available at a satellite 

close to the unknown planet. Data is received back on a station on the earth, where all 

collected measurement data is processed to compute the map of the explored area. To 

compute the map, a localization algorithm has to be applied in order to determine all 

the locations visited by the surveyors as they move around the planet. To determine 

these visited locations, a set of distance measurements between the surveyors is 

required as they move.  

To solve the problem described above, the Cricket indoor location infrastructure was 

used to emulate the surveyors of the system. A total of seven Cricket motes measure 

distances between each other. The distance measurements are used to calculate 

coordinates of the Crickets (surveyors). Four surveyors out of the seven available are 

able to move.  

A measurement protocol that controls the functioning of the surveyors and the 

satellite was designed and implemented. Also, the map computation process 

performed at the earth station was implemented. A trade-off exploration of the 

working system was performed. To achieve this, the parameters and quality metrics of 

the system were identified and explained. Parameters related only to the measurement 

protocol and to the data processing tasks of the application were varied during the 

exploration. The performance of the system was evaluated in terms of the energy 

spent while drawing a map, the time required to draw a map, and the quality of the 

map. Optimal configurations in terms of the metrics just introduced were found. 

Based on the results of the exploration of the design space of the system, it was found 

out that the localization algorithm parameter improves the performance of the system 

in terms of all quality metrics. When more elaborate algorithms are used, the quality 

of the system improves. This comes with the cost of a higher required computation, 

which is not a drawback since powerful processors are available at the earth to 

perform these computations. As more distance measurements are taken at a location, 

the quality of the map and the energy spent by the system improves, at the expense of 

a longer required time to get the map. Moreover, when the surveyors were set to move 

longer amounts of times, the quality of the map decreased when increasing the 

number of measurements. As fewer surveyors move together, the quality of the map 

and the energy spent by the system improved, at the expense of an increase in the 

amount of time required to draw a map. The employment of filters on the distance 

measurements improves the performance of the system. Furthermore, it was found 

that a longer moving time resulted in a worse performance of the system. The optimal 

configurations found for the application through the exploration of the design space 

meets all the trends explained above when compared to the performance of the 

reference system taken as a pivot for comparison. In conclusion, the most important 

trade-offs found are between latency, reliability of the map, and energy usage. The 

main parameters whose variation can be used to control these trade-offs are the 
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number of cars set to move, the number of measurements taken per location and the 

addition of pre-filters. Increasing the moving time of the cars always worsens the 

performance of the system and adding extensions to the basic localization algorithm 

always improves the performance of the system.  

Future work 

Although a working reference system was implemented and an exploration of its 

design space was performed, the following lines describe some extensions that could 

be done to extend the work presented in this thesis. First of all, the definition of the 

reliability metric exploited in this project requires further investigation in order to 

catch better the quality of the obtained map with the landscape mapping application.  

The implemented system lacks ability to detect edges of the area to explore. If the 

system is able to detect edges quite good, the obtained map might be even closer to 

the area that is explored. By implementing edge detection on the system, this lack can 

be overcome.  

Another interesting extension that may be worthy to explore is to add feedback from 

the satellite to the surveyor nodes based on data processing of the distances 

measurements obtained. This would allow making decisions on the satellite to request 

surveyors to move only when the area close to the surveyor has not been very well 

explored up to that point. This would potentially improve the time required to 

discover the area and the energy spent by the system. It would be also interesting to 

increase the moving time of the surveyors that are at a part of the planet that is already 

well explored. This would result in these surveyors moving further from the already 

discovered area, and potentially in a decrease of the time required for obtaining a 

map. 

Moreover, some design decisions taken while designing the landscape mapping 

application may not fit in a real deployment. For instance, the manual selection and 

placement of the beacon nodes performed in this work is definitively not applicable to 

a real implementation of this application. In addition, the US interface may not be 

exploited in a planet. Therefore, a system that overcomes those design decisions in 

order to make the functioning of the system closer to a real deployment could be 

designed. 

Moreover, the exploration of the parameters that were fixed in this work could be 

modified in order to perform a broader exploration of the system. The parameters that 

were not explored and may be highly interesting to explore are the system architecture 

(e.g., how many nodes available on the network) and task mapping. By modifying the 

system architecture, the effect of for instance increasing the number of surveyors or 

the number of reference surveyors for the coordinate computation can be evaluated. It 

could be expected that the performance of the system gets improved when any of 

these two numbers increases. In addition, by exploiting different task mappings on a 

given system architecture, the latency of the system for instance could be increased if 

the coordinate computation are performed by the surveyors instead of by the earth.  
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Appendix A 

 

 

Details of the field used as target area to explore. Dimensions are in centimeters. 

 

 

 

Figure A.1. Shape and dimensions of the target field. The locations of the beacons are also shown. 
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Appendix B 

 

 

Pareto optimal configurations 
 

ID Test Meas/loc 
Cars-
mov 

Pre-Filter 
Post-
Filter 

Algor-
Loc 

Move-
time 

1 213 3 2 Tria+Cons None A-2 4 

2 255 3 2 Conse None A-3 4 

3 256 5 2 Conse None A-3 4 

4 99 3 2 None None A-3 2 

5 105 3 2 Triangular None A-3 2 

6 111 3 2 Conse None A-3 2 

7 117 3 2 Tria+Cons None A-3 2 

8 100 5 2 None None A-3 2 

9 51 3 2 None None A-2 2 

10 106 5 2 Triangular None A-3 2 

11 49 3 1 None None A-2 2 

12 55 3 1 Triangular None A-2 2 

13 50 5 1 None None A-2 2 

14 56 5 1 Triangular None A-2 2 

15 97 3 1 None None A-3 2 

16 63 3 2 Conse None A-2 2 

17 103 3 1 Triangular None A-3 2 

18 98 5 1 None None A-3 2 

19 69 3 2 Tria+Cons None A-2 2 

20 64 5 2 Conse None A-2 2 

21 61 3 1 Conse None A-2 2 

22 70 5 2 Tria+Cons None A-2 2 

23 104 5 1 Triangular None A-3 2 

24 67 3 1 Tria+Cons None A-2 2 

25 62 5 1 Conse None A-2 2 

26 68 5 1 Tria+Cons None A-2 2 

27 118 5 2 Tria+Cons None A-3 2 

28 115 3 1 Tria+Cons None A-3 2 

29 110 5 1 Conse None A-3 2 

30 116 5 1 Tria+Cons None A-3 2 

 
Table B.1. Parameters of all Pareto optimal configurations. 
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ID Test Precision 
% 

unresolved 
points 

Reliability 
Latency 

(hrs) 
Energy 

Lifetime 
(hrs) 

1 213 75,97% 15,10% 5,4 8,5 1952,7 565,0 

2 255 76,30% 15,10% 5,3 8,5 1952,7 565,0 

3 256 76,79% 14,29% 5,2 14,1 1952,7 936,9 

4 99 80,36% 16,29% 30,2 12,3 1823,4 871,3 

5 105 81,36% 16,52% 29,8 12,3 1823,4 871,3 

6 111 81,89% 14,00% 30,1 12,3 1831,5 871,3 

7 117 82,33% 14,22% 28,9 12,3 1831,5 871,3 

8 100 82,60% 14,95% 36,4 26,1 2328,0 1450,6 

9 51 83,20% 11,83% 22,3 10,2 1514,0 871,3 

10 106 83,39% 15,03% 36,0 26,1 2328,0 1450,6 

11 49 85,11% 10,97% 30,4 17,5 1298,3 1742,5 

12 55 85,50% 11,13% 26,6 17,5 1298,3 1742,5 

13 50 85,68% 10,60% 36,0 28,8 1286,1 2901,2 

14 56 86,08% 10,76% 33,9 28,8 1286,1 2901,2 

15 97 86,17% 11,02% 35,1 17,5 1302,4 1742,5 

16 63 86,49% 9,01% 22,2 8,8 1310,5 871,3 

17 103 86,64% 11,17% 32,6 17,5 1302,4 1742,5 

18 98 86,70% 10,32% 38,6 29,8 1330,9 2901,2 

19 69 86,80% 9,01% 21,8 8,8 1310,5 871,3 

20 64 86,78% 8,76% 24,1 14,3 1278,0 1450,6 

21 61 87,23% 8,36% 21,4 18,0 1339,0 1742,5 

22 70 87,26% 8,76% 23,8 14,3 1278,0 1450,6 

23 104 87,46% 10,47% 41,3 29,8 1330,9 2901,2 

24 67 87,69% 8,36% 19,0 18,0 1339,0 1742,5 

25 62 88,11% 8,08% 18,0 33,5 1497,8 2901,2 

26 68 88,18% 8,08% 15,3 33,5 1497,8 2901,2 

27 118 88,39% 8,33% 25,0 15,3 1367,5 1450,6 

28 115 88,60% 8,43% 14,3 18,0 1339,0 1742,5 

29 110 88,69% 8,07% 14,0 31,6 1412,3 2901,2 

30 116 89,27% 8,07% 12,2 31,6 1412,3 2901,2 

 
Table B.2. Quality metrics of all Pareto optimal configurations. 
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